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ABSTRACT 
It has been quite a long time since the first biometric systems were introduced and, until present, 
they have not become widely used. In spite of this, the importance of the biometric security 
systems is growing now. Many research groups are working on the development of the individual 
biometric technologies such as the fingerprint recognition, iris or retina recognition or the speaker 
recognition. However, not many of them combine these technologies together. Future of the 
biometric security systems is in the combination of more technologies. This work aims at the 
technology of the speaker recognition and proposes a solution of its integration into a more 
complex biometric security system. 

There are many speaker recognition systems but none of them is reliable and stable enough to 
be applied as a standalone security system. In the first part of the dissertation there are described 
the goals of this works and the state of art of the biometry. Then, description of some methods of 
the common signal processing and techniques of the pre-processing phase together with feature 
extraction follows. The feature extraction is a crucial phase of the recognition process. In the next 
part, some new features focused on the speaker recognition are introduced. The following part 
aims at the speaker recognition itself. The speaker can be recognised in many ways, but the most 
suitable one for this task seems to be a method based on the Hidden Markov Models. The next part 
introduces a design of a complex biometric security system based on the speaker recognition and 
the fingerprint authentication. A method of acquisition of a unique vector from speaker specific 
features is outlined as well. If the vector proved to be unique, it would be possible to use it with 
success in cryptography. In the last part, there are summarised experimental results. Some 
experiments were performed, their results were summarised and interpreted. 

Keywords: speaker recognition, speaker verification, speaker identification, biometric security 
system, hidden Markov model, Gaussian mixture 
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1 INTRODUCTION TO THE BIOMETRIC SECURITY SYSTEMS 
It has been quite a long time since the first Biometric System (BS) was introduced. However, until 
now, they have not become widely used. This is usual in case of a new, not well-tested, and 
unverified technology, among which could be the biometric systems included. Scepticism, of 
course, has its place in our live and is necessary to improve our work. Such scepticism is doubled 
in case of the security systems. Imperfections in the security systems are not tolerated and may not 
be. A perfect research work is necessary in course of science thank the increased sensitivity to the 
quality of the security systems. This is a reason for absence of the biometric security systems in 
the real-world applications. However, even when the popularity of the biometric systems is not 
high yet, they are supposed to become very important soon. 

1.1 State of Art 
At present, there are many various applications based on the speech technology. The speech 
technology can be divided into three main parts: the speech recognition, the speaker recognition, 
and other recognition. However, emphasis is laid on the speech recognition more than on the other 
types. The most widely used techniques in the speech technology are the hidden Markov models, 
or the neural networks experiencing their renaissance. 

1.1.1  Speech Recognition 

In the speech recognition, there is a machine trying to answer the question “What was said by the 
speaker?”. Thus, the content of the speech is recognised. Result of this process should be a 
transcription of the text said by the speaker, accomplishment of a speech command, or another 
action. The speech recognition can be roughly divided into the following groups: 

• Continuous speech recognition is recognition of the phones, words, or sentences 
continuously spoken by the speaker. 

• Recognition of the isolated speech units, i.e. the units (phones, words, or others) are said 
separately and the task is to find them in a signal and to recognise them. 

• Recognition and understanding of the meaning, i.e. the meaning of the speech should be 
recognised, which can be reached by context recognition. 

There are many ways of usage of the speech recognition technology [9][17][21][23][24][30]. 
Before all, phone banking, device controlling, or just “simple” type writing (speech-to-text 
transcription) can be mentioned. 

1.1.2  Speaker Recognition 

The speaker recognition can be divided into two main groups: speaker identification and speaker 
verification. The process of the speaker identification answers a question “Who is speaking?” On 
the other hand, the speaker verification answers a question “Is the one, who is speaking, really the 
one, who he is claiming to be?”. I.e. in case of the identification, we are trying to identify an 
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unknown voice among other voices, and in case of the verification, we would like to determine a 
similarity of two voices, one of which is known and the other one is unknown. As this work deals 
with the speaker recognition technology is this topic noted in detail in Chapter 4. 

1.1.3  Other Recognition 

The other recognition includes everything that is not a speech or speaker recognition. Among the 
other recognition can be included stress recognition or alcohol detection. These sorts of 
recognition are based on a fact that some features of the voice change under the influence of stress. 
Some research on this topic was done at the BUT FEEC, where some individuals (students in this 
case) were reading a text in a common situation and then they were asked to read the same text 
before the final state exam. Likewise, the alcohol changes voice characteristics even when there 
are only few thousandths per mille in blood. There are many other sorts of the recognition using 
voice. Among them can be named mental condition recognition, gender recognition, or age 
recognition. 

1.1.4  Speech in the Biometry 

The range of use of the speech technology in the biometry is wide. The most common one is the 
user authentication using his/her voice. In some cases, another speech technology is applicable, 
e.g. in case of the phone banking can be the system fully automatic, which is realised by 
combination of the speech recognition, speaker recognition, and speech synthesis. 

The speaker recognition is becoming very important in the biometry. Nowadays, only the 
fingerprint technology is fully accepted so that many real applications based on this technology 
have been created since now. The speech technology is in the frame to be as successful as the 
fingerprint technology, but there are some limiting factors, which make this technology not as 
popular as it could be. There are only few commercial speaker recognition based security systems 
now, e.g. Apple’s voice login for its iMac, Sprint’s Voice FONCARD, or the BioID by 
HumanScan [47], etc. However, more systems are supposed to come soon. 

1.2 Goals of the Dissertation 
The main goal of the dissertation is to research some new ways of the speech signal processing and 
its application in the field of the Biometric Security Systems. 

The speech signal processing is a very complex task. First, it is necessary to process the 
speech signal, then the features must be extracted from the signal, and finally the feature set must 
be integrated into the biometric security system. The goals of the dissertation can be divided into 
three main topics: 

1) Speech signal processing focused on the speaker recognition. 
2) Definition of a speaker dependent features suitable for the speaker recognition. 
3) Design of biometric security system including the speaker recognition technology. 

1.2.1  Speech Signal Processing 

The speech signal processing is the first stage of the speaker recognition process. It consists of 
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some elementary steps (see Chapter 2.1): recording, voice activity detection, pre-emphasis, 
framing, and windowing. 

The first goal is to improve quality of the processing with respect to the speaker recognition. 
In this stage of the speaker recognition, the aim became improvement of the Voice Activity 
Detection (VAD). One method using the neural network based detection was proposed (see 
Chapter 2.3). 

1.2.2  Speaker Dependent Feature Extraction 

Extraction of the features is a crucial phase of the speaker recognition. A proper set of features 
influences results of the recognition very much. There are many possible choices – Linear 
Prediction Coding Coefficients (LPCC), Mel-Frequency Spectral Coefficients (MFSC), Mel-
Frequency Cesptral Coefficients (MFCC), and many others [17][18][20][21][23][24][30]. The 
common features used in this work are noted in Chapter 2.2. 

The second goal is to extract some new speaker dependent features from the speech signal so 
that it was possible to use them for the speaker recognition. A new group of speaker dependent 
features (see Chapter 3) based upon a speaker dependent filter bank (Speaker Dependent 
Frequency Filter Bank – SDFFB, see Chapter 3.2) is introduced in this work. The new features are 
the Speaker Dependent Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (SDFCC, see Chapter 3.3). They were 
put to the tests (see Chapter 6) and their results were compared to the results of the common 
features. 

1.2.3  Design of Biometric Security System (BSS) 

Design of Biometric Security System (BSS) is the last goal of the dissertation. The speaker 
recognition can be integrated in many ways. The BSS will be formed from the following security 
elements: common password, fingerprint authentication, and a voice-based authentication. The 
part represented by the fingerprint technology is solved by another PhD student. The system is 
designed theoretically so that it is very easy to include the fingerprint authentication, even some 
other sort of authentication. 

The designed BSS should be able to accept the basic security elements mentioned above. 
Besides, it should provide tools for generating a cryptographic key applicable to the cryptographic 
services – an encryption and a decryption. Such system was theoretically presented and accepted 
by experts. Its complete description is in the Chapter 5 and some experimental results are noted in 
Chapter 6.4. 

1.3 Basic Definitions 
To avoid possible misunderstanding, some common term definitions follow. 

Definition 1: Security System = a system that provides some sort of security or 
security services. 

Security services can be an authentication, a public/secret key providing (for the purposes of an 
encryption and a decryption), or some other services that strongly depend on a perfect verification 
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and/or identification of an individual. 
This definition suits perfectly many applications. The obligatory login service is the first of 

them. Nowadays, the login is based upon a login name selection and a proper password insertion. 
However, this is a very weak protection of critical information or private resources. The password-
based protection could be cracked and the secret information could be misused. This, of course, is 
not a desirable attribute. 

Definition 2: Biometric = based upon a physiological or a behavioural feature of a 
human. 

Physiological features are possible to acquire directly from the human body, i.e. a fingerprint, a 
retina scan, or a face image. Behavioural features are acquired indirectly. The behavioural features 
depend on behaviour. Many times, they can be influenced knowingly. These features are i.e. a 
typing, a signature, or speech. Overall, the human body is able to provide us various features, but 
not all of them are possible to be applicable in a security system. Features applied to a security 
system must be unique. 

Definition 3: Biometric Security System (BSS) = a security system, protection of 
which is based on the biometric features. 

In comparison with the common security systems, the biometric security systems provide better 
protection and more application possibilities. However, like all other technologies, even the 
biometric security systems have their advantages and disadvantages. 

1.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of the BSS 
The biometric security systems have their advantages and disadvantages. The advantages are 
universality, uniqueness, low circumvention, scalability and, in some cases, permanence. The 
disadvantages are exactingness, difficult implementation, cooperation unwillingness, and, in some 
cases, inconstancy, which is a counterpart to the permanence of some of them. 

1.4.1  Advantages 

1.4.1.1 Universality 

The biometric features are relatively universal. Most people have their fingers, they can speak, and 
their cells contain the DNA. Of course, there are some exceptions. Dumb people cannot speak – 
speaker recognition based systems are not possible to apply. People, who lost their finger or arm, 
cannot use fingerprint-based systems etc. However, all of us have the DNA. 

Mass use of the biometric security systems is not breaking by a difficult implementation, 
cooperation unwillingness, an inconstancy, or exactingness only. Another obstacle is inability of 
some people to pass an enrolment. Still, this could be solved exactly by a multi-biometric security 
system (see Chapter 5.3). In such system, one authentication level can be skipped for some people 
to enable them to use biometrically protected devices or services. 
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1.4.1.2 Uniqueness 

The biometric security systems are supposed to be very reliable, because the biometric features 
used in the authentication process of the biometric security systems are unique. The features are 
extracted from the various parts of the human body. They can be extracted from the DNA, a 
fingerprint, and many others. Many of them will not be used until near future [1]. The essential is 
the uniqueness – there is (or should be) just one individual having some feature set. It is not valid 
in every case, but it holds mostly true. 

1.4.1.3 Low Circumvention 

The biometric security systems are very safe. It is not possible to deceive the protected devices and 
services thanks to their biometric protection. Most biometric features are possible to acquire by the 
authorised man only, so that his presence at the point, where the authorisation device is placed, is 
necessary. 

However, it could be possible to fool the security system, i.e. you can cut off a finger and try 
to persuade the system to accept it. Still, the security system designers are able to prevent the 
system from accepting such a sham. Nowadays it is possible to use a fingerprint scanner able to 
measure flow of blood in veins in the scanned finger. This scanner proves aliveness of the human, 
who is being identified. 

Something similar holds also true in case of the speaker recognition. To fool the system based 
on the voice recognition, you can record a voice and try to cheat the system by the recording. 
However, it is possible to apply an interactive system, which is able to put some questions. These 
questions must be properly answered by the speaker. Dynamic interactive systems are auspicious 
and will be frequently used in future. 

1.4.1.4 Scalability 

The individual biometrical technologies can be stacked and can be built in a multilevel 
authentication system. This multilevel system can include a standard login, a voice login, a 
fingerprint login, and many others. 

Stacking of the separate technologies in one complex unit increases the security of the whole 
system. If one level of the multilevel system is broken or cheated, the others could decrease a 
break-through possibility. The break-through possibility decreases with the count and strength of 
each of the login levels. However, we must be careful when increasing the count of the login 
levels, because a large number of them could result in worse overall security than a set of two 
strong, well-designed login levels. 

1.4.1.5 Permanence 

Counterpart to the inconstancy of some biometric features is their permanency. An example of the 
permanent feature set is a set of features acquired from the DNA. DNA is permanent and does not 
change. The same could be said of the fingerprints. Nevertheless, in case of the fingerprints, a man 
could cut himself to his finger, which would change the fingerprint structure. Next relatively 
permanent biometric feature is a retina scan. The other biometric features are not permanent – they 
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are short-term (relatively to the length of a human’s life). 

1.4.2  Disadvantages 

1.4.2.1 Exactingness 

Some of the biometric features can be very exacting to acquire. These features can be very exact 
and unique. Among them could be included e.g. the DNA. Though the DNA is unique for all of us 
(apart from the monovular twins), it is very difficult to extract and to analyse it quickly enough. 
Besides, the price of the analysis is not low. This excludes the DNA from the real time 
applications – it is not worth the advantages it can bring these days. 

1.4.2.2 Difficult Implementation 

It is very difficult to implement a reliable biometric security system. Nowadays, teams of 
developers and researchers are working on a safe and reliable implementation of the biometric 
security system. 

Some parts of the system have already been finished and proved them to be well enough – 
fingerprint recognition, face recognition and partially the speaker recognition. Nevertheless, these 
systems are standalone and the security of them is not as high as it could (and should) be. 

1.4.2.3 Cooperation Unwillingness 

Some humans are not happy with acquiring their biometrical features. Results of the public inquiry 
being gone ahead recently show that the most people dislike scanning their retinas. Many of them 
dislike scanning their fingerprints and faces and the least of them dislike recording of their voices. 
It is clear then that it would be very useful to develop a reliable technology based upon the speech 
processing. The most of us are ready to let the machine analyse our voices rather than anything 
other. 

1.4.2.4 Inconstancy 

Some biometric features are permanent (Chapter 1.4.1.5), but some of them are not. The human 
voice is not constant during the whole life. Mostly is this effect obvious in the changes of 
teenagers’ voices. Aside should not stay the influence of illnesses or psychological. This can be 
the greatest difficulty. The human voice is not the only one instable, even many other biometric 
features change during the human’s life.  
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2 SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING 
In this chapter, you can read of theory of the speech signal processing. In the first part, the 
digitising, recording, and pre-processing are described. Then, some common features are 
described. The last part of this chapter engages in the process of the voice activity detection. 

2.1 Recording, Digitising and Pre-processing 
The first phases of the speech signal processing are the recording, the digitising, and the pre-
processing. These steps are briefly described in the following chapters. Details can be found in the 
references. 

2.1.1  Recording and Digitising 

Recording of a signal is the first stage of the whole speaker recognition process. Recording and 
digitising is very important and can influence the speaker recognition very much. Although it is so 
important, it will not be described in detail. Relevant information can be found in the references 
[19][34][39]. 

The analogue speech signal is recorded using a microphone. Quality of the microphone can 
influence final quality of the recognition. However, not every time is it possible to have a first-rate 
microphone to use. At this point, the algorithms can show their strengths. Subsequently to the 
recording, the analogue signal is sampled and quantised. 

Speech signals are usually represented as functions of continuous variable t , which denotes 
time. The analogue speech signal ( )tsa  can be defined as a function varying continuously in time. 
The processed signals are sampled with a sampling period sT . Then, we can define a sample of a 
discrete-time signal as 

 ( ) ( )sa nTsns =  (2.1) 

which means snTt = . The signal ( )ns  is called digital signal. According to the sampling period can 

be defined the sampling frequency as 1−= ss TF . Usually, the sampling frequency of the speech 
signals lies in the range 220508000 ≤≤ sF . Due to the limitations of the human organs for the 
speech production and the auditory system, the typical speech communication is limited to a 
bandwidth of 8 kHz, which results in the sampling frequency of 16 kHz, which ordinarily satisfy 
our requirements. 

Another problem of the digitising is quantisation. The amplitude of the analogue signal must 
be quantised due to the limitations of the computer technology. The algorithms in the following 
chapters take not reference to the quantisation, though all the tests were done using quantised 
signal samples. Problems like the quantisation error are not taken into consideration. The signals 
nowadays are quantised in common to 16 bits, which means that the amplitudes of the analogue 
signal are limited to the values from an interval of 32767,32768− . 

In the following chapters, we work implicitly only with the digital signal ( )ns , which is 
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sampled with the sampling frequency sF . The recorded digital signal is of a finite length, which is 
referred to as totalN . The signal is quantised to 16 bits and normalised to the range from -1 to 1. 

2.1.2  Framing 

Framing is next important step in the signal processing process. The recorded discrete signal ( )ns  
has always a finite length totalN , but is usually not processed whole. The signal is framed – cut to 

pieces. Length of one frame is totalNN <<  samples. Given total length of the signal totalN  total 
count of all frames is 

 






=
N

N
J totalint  (2.2) 

where the function ( )xint  returns the integer part of x . The length N  of the frames in the real 
application is usually based on the physiological characteristic of a vocal tract [32]. The vocal tract 
is not able to change its shape faster than fifty times per second, which gives us a period of 
20 milliseconds. When the sampling frequency is 16000=sF  Hz, then we get the length of the 

frame 32010201016 33 =⋅⋅⋅=⋅= −TFN s  samples. 

 

Figure 2.1 Framing of a speech signal – overlapping frames and triangular windows. 

Usually, an overlapping of the individual frames is defined. The overlapping is used to increase 
precision of the recognition process. The length of the frame is increased ordinarily to the power of 
two, i.e. in our case it would be 512 samples. The power of two is chosen because of the Fast 
Fourier Transformation (FFT), which is performed fastest in case the input length of the signal 
equals the power of two. Then the overlapping is chosen so that it is 192320512 =−=O  samples 
long. When the overlapping is defined, changes the total count to 

 







−
=

ON
NJ totalint  (2.3) 
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In the Figure 2.1 you can see an illustration of speech signal framing by overlapping frames. The 
frames are represented by the thick black triangles. The appropriate values are marked. 

After we chose proper length and overlapping of the frames, we can process them further. 
When we work with the whole signal, we speak of a long-term (LT) processing. When we work 
with the individual frames, we speak of a short-term (ST) processing. The individual frames 
themselves are defined as 

 ( ) ( )( )nONjsnjs +−= *,  (2.4) 

where ( )ns  is the original signal, ( )njs ,  is the j-th frame, N  is length of one frame, and O  is the 
length of the overlapping. 

2.1.3  Windowing 

Before further processing, the individual frames are windowed. The frame itself is implicitly 
windowed by a rectangular window. However, spectral characteristic of the rectangular window is 
unsuitable. This is why other windows are applied. Windowed signal is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )nwnsnsw ⋅=  (2.5) 

where ( )nsw  is the windowed signal, ( )ns  is the original signal N  samples long, and ( )nw  is the 
window itself. The window ( )nw  should be of the same length as the original signal ( )ns , which is 
N  in this case. There are many types of windows using for this purpose. The rectangular window 
is defined as 

 ( ) ,
otherwise
1 

,0
,1



 <=<=

=
Nn

nw  (2.6) 

The most frequently used window type is a Hamming window [19][36] defined as 

 ( )






∉

∈





⋅−

=
Nn

Nn
N
n

nw
,1,0

,1,2cos46,054,0 π  (2.7) 

where N  is length of the window. In the Figure 2.2 you can see influence of a rectangular and a 
Hamming window on the original signal. In this case, the length of the original signal is different 
from the length of the window, i.e. the window is shifted relatively to the beginning of the signal. 

2.1.4  Pre-emphasis 

Pre-emphasis [14][17][23] is processing of the input signal by a low order digital FIR filter. This 
filter is usually the first order FIR filter defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1−−= nsnsns p λ  (2.8) 

where λ  is a pre-emphasis coefficient lying usually in an interval of 1;9.0 , ( )ns  is the original 

signal, and ( )ns p  is a pre-emphasised signal. The pre-emphasis is used to flatten spectrally the 

input signal in favour of vocal tract parameters. It makes the signal less susceptible to later finite 
precision effects [31]. 
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Figure 2.2 An example of windowing. A) original signal, B) rectangular window (left) and Hamming 
window (right), and C) influence of a rectangular window (left) and a Hamming window (right). 

Effect of the pre-emphasis is obvious in the Figure 2.3, where a waveform of a vowel /ah/ as in the 
word cut is drawn with the corresponding frequency spectrum (A) and a waveform of the same 
vowel after the pre-emphasis with the corresponding frequency spectrum (B). Changes in the 
frequency spectrum are emphasized by the thick black lines. 
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Figure 2.3 Influence of the pre-emphasis. A) an original signal, B) the same signal after the pre-
emphasis. 

2.2 Common Features 
Feature extraction is a crucial phase of the speaker verification process. Well-chosen feature set 
can result in quality recognition as well as wrongly chosen feature set can result in a poor 
recognition. 

Many features described in the following chapters are originally defined for an infinite 
continuous signal. This is not useful for the real applications. Most of the real applications work 
with a finite discrete signal. All the equations in this work are defined to be valid for the finite 
discrete signal. You can see the original definitions in the quoted references. 

2.2.1  Energy (E) 

Energy of a signal expresses strength of the signal. Its value is usable to voice activity detection, 
because the energy of the voice is higher than the energy of the noise (which is not valid in case of 
consonants – they are more similar to the noise). Definition [14][17][30] of the energy of a finite 
discrete signal is 

 ( )∑
=

=
totalN

n

nsE
1

2  (2.9) 

where totalN  is length of the whole finite discrete signal ( )ns . Energy calculated this way is energy 
of the whole signal so that it is called Long-term Energy (LTE). Mostly we work with the 
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individual frames as noted in the chapter 2.1.2. Given the signal divided into J  frames N  samples 
long we can define energy of one frame as 

 ( ) ( )∑
=

=
N

n

njsjE
1

2 ,  (2.10) 

where ( )njs ,  is the j-th frame of the original signal ( )ns  and { }Jj ,,2,1 K∈ . Energy of one frame 
is called Short-Time Energy (STE). 

 

Figure 2.4 Shape of the short-time energy of the frames of a Czech word ‘Emanuel’. 

Figure 2.4 shows a shape of the short-time energy of all the frames as they go one after another in 
a Czech word ‘Emanuel’. You can distinguish quite obviously the background noise and the 
consonants from the vowels. Energy of the background noise depends on the quality of the 
microphone used to record the signal. The lower the signal-to-noise ratio of the microphone, the 
better can we distinguish the background noise from the vowels and even from the consonants.  

2.2.2  Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR) 

Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR) expresses how many times crosses the signal zero. Value of the zero-
crossing rate suits best to distinguish noise from the vowels or the consonants. The zero-crossing 
rate of the noise is usually much higher than the zero-crossing rate of the vowels (see Figure 2.5). 
However, the zero-crossing rate of some consonants is high as well, which makes the recognition 
of consonants more difficult. The zero-crossing rate is formulate [14] as 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )∑
−

=

+−=
1

1

1,sign,sign
2
1 N

n

njsnjsjZ  (2.11) 

where N  is length of the j-th frame of a signal )(ns , { }Jj ,,2,1 K∈ . The function ( )( )nssign  is 
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defined as 

 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )




<−=<−
>−=>+

=
01and0or0when,1
01and0or0when,1

sign
nsnsns
nsnsns

ns  (2.12) 

Figure 2.5 shows an example of a shape of the short-time zero-crossing rate of all frames as they 
go one after another in a German word ‘Wiesbaden’. You can clearly see high values of the zero-
crossing rate of the noise and lower values of some phones. 

 

Figure 2.5 Shape of the short-time zero-crossing rate of the frames as in a German word ‘Wiesbaden’. 

2.2.3  Autocorrelation 

Autocorrelation [17][19][22][30] is a mathematical tool used frequently in the signal processing 
for analysing functions or series of values (time domain signals). It is the cross-correlation of a 
signal with itself. Autocorrelation is useful for finding repeating patterns in a signal, such as 
determining the presence of a periodic signal, which has been buried under noise, or identifying 
the fundamental frequency of a signal, which does not actually contain that frequency component, 
but implies it with many harmonic frequencies. 

The continuous autocorrelation ( )τcR  is the continuous cross-correlation of the function ( )tf  
with itself, at lag τ , and is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫
∞

∞−

∗∗ +=∗−= dttftfffRc ττττ  (2.13) 

where ( )tf ∗  represents the complex conjugate. For a real function, ( ) ( )tftf ∗= . Usually, we work 
with a sampled signal, i.e. with a finite discrete signal. Hence, the discrete autocorrelation ( )kR  of 
the discrete finite signal ( )ns  at the lag k  is formally defined as 
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 ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )∑
−

=

−+−=
kN

n

knsnskR
1

µµ  (2.14) 

where µ  is the mean value of the discrete finite signal ( )ns , and N  is length of the signal. Mostly, 
the autocorrelations are calculated for zero-centred signals, i.e. for signals with the mean equal to 
zero. Then, the autocorrelation of the finite zero-centred signal ( )ns  is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
−

=

+⋅=
kN

n

knsnskR
1

 (2.15) 

The value of the lag k  should be 1,,1,0 −= Nk K . It is often called order of the autocorrelation. 
Autocorrelation of the k -th order defines similarity of the signal shifted by k  samples ( )kns +  
and the original signal ( )ns . The higher the values of the autocorrelation, the more the shifted 
signals are similar. The autocorrelation is a symmetric function. The value of the autocorrelation at 

0=k  equals the value of the energy of the signal (compare with the Eq. (2.10) above). Let us 
assume the signal ( )ns  is divided into frames. Then, the Eq. (2.15) can be redefined so that the 
autocorrelation of the j -th frame is 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
−

=

+⋅=
kN

n

knjsnjskjR
1

,,,  (2.16) 

In the speech processing the first 12-32 autocorrelation coefficients are used. Usually, the order of 
the autocorrelation is approximately 4+= sFM , where sF  is the sampling frequency given in kHz. 

2.2.4  Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) 

The coefficients of the Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) [17][22] play an important role in the 
speech signal processing. An approximation ( )ns pred  of a speech signal ( )ns  can be calculated by 

a linear combination of the LP coefficients and M  previous samples of the original signal ( )ns  
(autoregressive model). This approximation is called linear prediction of the original signal. The 
linear prediction is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
=

−−=
M

m
pred mnsmans

1

 (2.17) 

where ( ) Mmma ,,2,1, K= , are the LPC coefficients, M  is number of the LPC coefficients called 
order of the linear prediction, ( )ns  is the original signal. The LPC coefficients themselves can be 
calculated as 
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where ( ) ( ) ( )Maaa ,,2,1 K  are the LPC coefficients of the thM order and ( )kR  is the autocorrelation 

of the thk  order.. Signal ( )ns pred  calculated using the LPC coefficients is usually smoothed. 
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Disruptive, speaker specific influence is suppressed, which is useful in the speech recognition. In 
case of the speaker recognition, this is not desirable, but it can be applicable to some extended 
processing of the speech signal. 

The coefficients of the linear prediction can be used to calculate an LPC frequency spectrum. 
Main difference from the frequency spectrum is its smoothness (see Figure 2.6). In the smoothed 
spectrum, there are obvious resonance frequencies of the formants. These frequencies are very 
useful both in the speech recognition and speaker verification. The LPC spectrum is defined as 

 ( )
2

1

1)(
−

=

−∑ ⋅−=
M

m

m
LPC zmafS  (2.19) 

where M  is number of the LPC coefficients (prediction order), ma  are the LPC coefficients 

themselves and f  is frequency. Now we can substitute sF
fj

ez
π2

=  which results in 
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where sF  denotes the sampling frequency. As we work with the finite discrete signal, it is useful to 
transform the Eq. (2.20) to the following form: 
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where N  is length of the signal ( )ns . 

 

Figure 2.6 Frequency spectrum (left) and LPC frequency spectrum (right) of a vowel /ah  – “but”. 

Comparison of a frequency spectrum and an LPC frequency spectrum is in the Figure 2.6. You can 
obviously see the difference between them. On the left side you can see the frequency spectrum as 
obtained by an FFT and on the right side there is the LPC frequency spectrum. In the LPC 
spectrum there are clear the main formants, which are useful for speech recognition and even for 
the speaker recognition. 
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2.2.5  Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 

The Fourier Transform is very useful one, because it uses complex exponentials as its basis 
functions [19][20][34]. A digital system T  is a system that, given an input signal ( )ns , generates 
an output signal [20] 

 ( ) ( ){ }nsTny =  (2.22) 

The system T  is shift-invariant (or, in terms of the continuous signal, time-invariant) if given 
Eq. (2.22), then 

 ( ) ( ){ }00 nnsTnny −=−  (2.23) 

Linear digital systems, so-called linear shift-invariant (LSI) systems, are described as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑
∞

∞−

∗=−= nhnsknhnsny  (2.24) 

where ∗  denotes the convolution operator. The convolution operator is commutative, associative, 
and distributive. The LSI systems are characterised by the impulse response ( )nh  of the system. 

Now, substituting ( ) njenx 0ω=  in Eq. (2.24) and using the commutative property of the convolution, 
we obtain 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑
∞

−∞=

∞

−∞=

−− ===
k k

jnjkjnjknj eHeekheekhny 00000 ωωωωω  (2.25) 

where the complex quantity ( )0ωjeH  is given by 

 ( ) ( )∑
∞

−∞=

−=
n

njj enheH ωω  (2.26) 

The output of the LSI system to a complex exponential is another complex exponential. The 
quantity ( )ωjeH  is defined as the Discrete-Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) of ( )nh . It is clear that 

( )ωjeH  is a periodic complex function of ω  with period π2 , which can be expressed in terms of 
the magnitude and phase as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]ωωω jeHjjj eeHeH arg=  (2.27) 

The inverse DFT is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ω
π

ω
π

π

ω deeHnh njj∫
−

=
2
1  (2.28) 

Sufficient condition for the existence of the FT is 

 ( ) ∞<∑
∞

−∞=n

nh  (2.29) 

The angular frequency ω  is related to the normalised linear frequency f  by the simple relation 
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fπω 2= . The normalized linear frequency f  is related to the linear frequency by slinear Fff ⋅= , 
where sF  is the sampling frequency. 

Discrete-frequency transforms are the natural transform for periodic signals, but they are also 
useful for aperiodic signals. A discrete transform of a signal ( )ns  is another signal (like the output 
signal in the Eq. (2.22)) defined as 

 ( ) ( ){ }nsTkS = . (2.30) 

Linear transforms are (like the linear shift-invariant digital systems) special transforms that 
decompose the input signal ( )ns  into a linear combination of other signals. The linear transform is 
defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
∞

−∞=

=
k

k nkSns ϕ  (2.31) 

where ( )nkϕ  is a set of orthonormal functions 

 ( ) ( ) ( )lknn lk −= δϕϕ ,  (2.32) 

where 

 ( )


 =

=
otherwise,0

0,1 n
nδ  (2.33) 

is a unit impulse and the inner product is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑
∞

−∞=

∗=
n

lklk nnnn ϕϕϕϕ ,  (2.34) 

which results in 

 ( ) ( ) ( )nnskS kϕ,=  (2.35) 

where the coefficients ( )kS  are a projection of ( )ns  onto ( )nkϕ . Having the definitions for a linear 
transform and a periodic signal ( )ns  with a period N  

  ( ) ( )NnSns +=  (2.36) 

represented by N  consecutive samples, we can define the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) as 
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and the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) as 
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Some details of the DFT are to be found in the references. The most important for purposes of this 
work are the Eqs. (2.37) and (2.38), and the magnitude and phase representation of the DTFT, 
Eq. (2.27). For the computation of the DFT and the IDFT, there is a group of fast algorithms [37], 
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which are called Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT).  

Given a Fourier transform F  and its inverse 1−F , we can define cepstrum coefficients 
[17][19]. The cepstrum coefficients are given as the inverse Fourier transform of the log-energy of 
the Fourier transform of a signal ( )ns : 

 { }{ }21 )(log)( nsFFc −=ν  (2.39) 

The cepstrum coefficients can be used for some speaker recognition specific purposes. It is useful 
for pitch estimation, since at the position of the pitch and at the positions of its harmonics there are 
peaks. Actually, the coefficients of the cepstrum can be used to separate the vocal tract impulse 
response and the generating signal. The vocal tract response could be used for the speaker 
recognition, since they are speaker dependent. However, there is a question asking how many of 
the cepstrum coefficients should be used for this purpose. These coefficients were tested together 
with the other ones. The experimental results are summarised in Chapter 6.3. 

2.2.6  Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [20][38] is widely used for the speech processing. It is so 
often used because of its energy compaction, which results in its coefficients being more 
concentrated at low indices than the coefficients of the DFT. This allows us to approximate a 
signal using fewer coefficients [39]. There are several definitions of the DCT. Coefficients ( )kC  of 
one of them (DCT-II) are defined as 
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where ( )ns  is a real signal. Its inverse is given by 
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The DCT-II can be derived from the DFT when assuming ( )ns  is a real periodic signal with a 
period of N2  and with an even symmetry ( ) ( )nNsns −−= 12 . Then, the coefficients ( )kX of the 
DFT are related to the coefficients ( )kC  of the DCT-II by 

 ( ) ( ) 1,,1,0,2 2 −== NkkCekX N
kj

K
π

 (2.42) 

 ( ) ( ) 1,,1,0,22 2 −==−
−
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K
π

 (2.43) 

The DCT is used for computing of the Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (see the following 
chapter) or the Speaker Dependent Cepstrum Coefficients (see Chapter 3.3). 

2.2.7  Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) 

Some psychoacoustic experiments were undertaken to derive scales attempting to model the 
natural response of the human perceptual system, since the cochlea of the inner ear acts as a 
spectrum analyser [20]. Fletcher’s work [41] pointed to the existence of critical bands in the 
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cochlear response. One class of critical band scales is called Bark frequency scale. It ranges from 1 
to 24 Barks, corresponding to 24 critical bands of hearing. Another scale like the Bark frequency 
scale is the mel-frequency scale [41], which is linear below 1 kHz, and logarithmic above, with 
equal numbers of samples taken below and above 1 kHz. The mel-scale is based on experiments 
with simple sinusoidal tones [20][41]. It can be approximated by 

 ( ) 
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then, its inverse is given by 
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The Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) are defined as the real cepstrum of a 
windowed short-term signal derived from the FFT of that signal. It differs from the real cepstrum 
in the nonlinear frequency scale used for approximation of the behaviour of the auditory system. 
Given the DFT of an input signal defined by Eq. (2.37) we define a filter bank with I  filters. The 
i -th filter, Ii ,,2,1 K= , is defined as 
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These filters compute the average spectrum around each central frequency with increasing 
bandwidths. The boundary frequencies ( ) 10, +≤≤ Iiif , are uniformly spaced in the mel-scale: 
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where N  is the size of the FFT, i.e. it is the length of one frame, I  is the count of the filters, sF  is 
the sampling frequency in Hz, lowF  and highF  are the lowest and the highest frequencies of the filter 

bank in Hz, B  is given by Eq. (2.44), and its inverse 1−B  is given by Eq. (2.45). Then, we can 
express the log-energy at the output of each filter as 
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where ( )kS  is the magnitude of the FFT of the signal ( )ns , which is N  samples long. The mel-
frequency cepstrum is the discrete cosine transform of the I  filter outputs 
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The count I  of the filters varies from 24 to 40 in different applications. However, for the speech 
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recognition only the first 13 coefficients are used. 
In the real world applications not only the MFCC alone are used, but also first 13 coefficients 

of the 1st order delta MFCC defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )22 −−+=∆ jcjcjc  (2.50) 

and 13 coefficients of the 2nd order delta MFCC defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )11 −∆−+∆=∆∆ jcjcjc  (2.51) 

A short-term frame of 25 ms multiplied by the Hamming window is typically used to calculate the 
MFCC and the delta coefficients. The frame overlapping is usually 10 ms. 

 

Figure 2.7 Example of a filter bank used for computation of the MFCC. In this case there are 24=I  
triangular filters obtained by using Eq. (2.46). 

2.2.8  Average Long-Term LPC Spectrum 

Long-term statistics of many various features are used often to recognise speech [18][33]. 
However, not only the area of the speech recognition is a domain of the long-term statistics. The 
average long-term LPC spectrum is applicable to the speaker verification as well. 

2.2.8.1 Estimation of the Long-Term LPC Spectrum 

The long-term LPC spectrum is estimated using the average autocorrelation coefficients [18]. 
These are estimated over all frames of the given signal ( )ns . Let us assume the signal ( )ns  is 
divided into total count of J  frames N  samples long. Then, the average autocorrelation 
coefficients are defined as 

 ( ) ( )∑
=

⋅=
J

j

kjR
J

kR
1

,1  (2.52) 

where ( )kjR ,  is the autocorrelation of the j -th frame, the index j  should be Jj ≤≤1 . The 
average autocorrelation coefficients ( )kR  can be used to derive the average LPC coefficients ( )ia  
from Eq. (2.18) using the Durbin recursive procedure. The redefined equation is 
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Likewise, the long-term LPC spectrum can be derived from Eq. (2.20). The LPC coefficients ( )ia  
in this equation are replaced by the average LPC coefficients ( )ia , which results in 
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In the Figure 2.8, there is a sample of a long-term LPC spectrum derived from the average LPC 
coefficients of the orders { }22,8,4∈M . The original signal is sampled at the sampling frequency  

16000=sF  Hz, length of the signal is 512=N  samples and the LPC spectra belong to one speaker 
only. 

 

Figure 2.8 Sample of a long-term LPC spectrum derived from the average LPC coefficients of the 
orders of { }22,8,4∈M . The original signal is sampled at the sampling frequency  16000=sf Hz, 

and length of the signal is 512=N  samples. 

2.2.8.2 Signal Normalisation by a Long-Term Spectrum 

The signal normalization by a long-term spectrum is a tool useful for the speech signal 
normalisation. Before all is it applicable to the speaker-independent speech recognition [40]. 
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Given a framed signal, the autocorrelation coefficients ( )kjR ,  of the j -th frame of the order  of 
Mk ,,1,0 K= , the normalised autocorrelation coefficients are defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∑
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++−⋅+⋅=
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m
aanorm mkjRmkjRmRjRRkjR
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with 
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where ( )ia  are the average LPC coefficients, which are results of Eq. (2.53). Effect of the signal 
normalisation is shown in Figure 2.9. You can see an original LPC spectrum (solid line) that is 
normalised by a long-term spectrum. The normalisation (dotted line) emphasises formant peaks. It 
is useful for speech recognition because it improves it. 

 

Figure 2.9 Effect of the signal normalization by a long-term spectrum. The original LPC spectrum is 
drawn by a solid line, the normalized LPC spectrum by a dotted line. 

2.3 Voice Activity Detection (VAD) 
Voice Activity Detection (VAD) is a very important topic in many speech-processing systems. 
The system has to distinguish the noise from the voice. Speaker recognition system presented in 
this work is a word-based system, i.e. it processes whole words. The systems, which process single 
words, have to locate beginning and end of the words [48]. The problem of detecting (locating) the 
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endpoints would seem to be easily solvable for a human, but it has been found to be a very 
complex and challenging task for a machine. In some cases, it is not difficult to determine the 
position of the endpoints – e.g. in case the signal-to-noise ratio level is high enough. However, 
these “mostly ideal” cases are not common. In the real cases the noise interferes with some 
phonemes too much to recognise the beginning and the end correctly. Such phonemes are [34]: 
unvoiced fricatives (/f/ - “five”, /T/ - “thing”, /h/ - “help”, /S/ - “show”) or voiced fricatives that 
become unvoiced at the end of a word (“has”), unvoiced stops – plosives (/p/ - “pea”, /t/ - “tea”, /k/ 
- “kick”), nasals at the end (“gone”), and trailing vowels at the end (“zoo”). 

2.3.1  Common VAD Methods 

2.3.1.1 Noise Threshold 

The most common and the easiest method of the endpoint detection is determination of a noise 
threshold. In this case, the threshold is determined from the noise signal ( )nsnoise , length of which 
is noiseN  samples. Then the threshold T  is 

 ( )∑
=

=
noiseN

n
noise

noise

ns
N

T
1

.1  (2.57) 

This method is disadvantageous. Assume a noisy environment and a low-class signal source. Then, 
it is very difficult to determine the threshold usable to separate all phonemes. It is because the 
unvoiced phonemes are so much like the noise, that it is practically impossible to recognize them. 
This method would be very usable because of its simplicity. In fact, it is usable in case there is 
very good signal source, i.e. there is a high signal-to-noise ratio. 

2.3.1.2 Energy and Zero-Crossing Rate 

Another widely used method is a method based on comparison of the energy and the zero-crossing 
rate of all frames. The zero-crossing rate is higher in case the frame represents an unvoiced region 
of the voice part of the signal or in case it does not belong to the voice part of the signal, i.e. the 
noise has higher values of the ZCR. The value of the energy is high in case the frame is in a voiced 
region of the speech signal. Knowing this it is possible to find approximate endpoints of a word. 
This method is based on searching of thresholds of the ZCR and energy [14]. 

2.3.1.3 Envelope Tracking 

The method based on the envelope tracking is another easy method of the voice activity detection. 
This method is based on the tracking and comparing of the envelope of the speech signal with an 
adaptive threshold. It differs from the simple noise threshold in the calibration of the threshold. 
The threshold is determined as a mean value of the envelope of the background noise and the 
speech signal. The threshold S  is defined as 
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where noiseN  is length of a signal ( )nsnoise  representing the background noise only, speechN  is length 
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of a signal ( )nsspeech  representing the speech. The process of the threshold calculation is called a 

threshold calibration. It is clear that we need two independent signals to calibrate the threshold – 
the noise signal and the speech signal. This is a limiting disadvantage. Advantage of this method is 
its simplicity and possibility of use of an analogue device to the VAD. 

2.3.2  VAD Using Neural Network 

Neural Networks (NN) are well known for their ability to separate vectors and to classify them. 
This was the main reason for their application in the task of the VAD [7]. From a large amount of 
existing types of neural networks, the forward feed network was chosen as the best one for this 
task. 

There are many possible feature sets usable for the separation of the noise and the voice, but 
in the tasks like this, it holds usually true that a simple feature set would be better than a complex 
one. There were used various feature sets for the VAD. 

The simplest choice is a combination of the energy and the zero-crossing rate. Second set 
contains the zero crossing-rate as well, but instead of the simple energy there is used a Sum of the 
Magnitudes of the Fourier Spectrum (SMFS). The sum of the magnitudes of the spectrum is 
defined as 

 JjkjSjSMFS

N

k
,,2,1,),()(

2

1

K==∑
=

 (2.59) 

where N  is the length of the j -th frame, J  is the total number of the frames, and ( )kjS ,  is given 
by the Eq. (2.37). 

The SMFS could seem to be conformable to the energy, because shape of a curve, which 
stands for the energy flow of a word, is nearly the same as the one of the SMFS, but there is a 
difference. The energy of the problematic phonemes is usually very low, which causes difficulties 
when recognising them in a noisy background. When we compared the spectra of the frames 
containing noise and other ones containing unvoiced phonemes, we saw a difference between 
them. Spectrum of the noise is usually well balanced, which does not stand for the spectrum of a 
phoneme. The magnitudes of the spectrum of the noise are lower than the ones of the phonemes. 
This results in the lower error rate of the VAD when using the SMFS instead of the energy. 

There are a lot of possibilities and combinations of the features usable for the purpose of the 
VAD, but in cases like this, it holds usually true that less complicated means better. There were 
used various sets of features in the training and recognition processes. Then, the tests were done 
and the experimental results are summarised in Chapter 6.2. 
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3 SPEAKER DEPENDENT FEATURE EXTRACTION 
Speaker dependent features are speaker recognition oriented features. These features emphasise 
speaker individuality and are not usable for other purposes than the speaker recognition. These 
features are based on the algorithm used to calculate the well-known Mel-Frequency Cepstrum 
Coefficients (MFCC, see Chapter 2.2.7). The main difference lies in the design of the filter bank. 

3.1 Filters 
For the purpose of the speaker recognition, three filter shapes were chosen: a triangular shape, a 
Gaussian curve shape and a shape of the Tukey window [36]. These filters are frequency domain 
filters. Hence, they are applied to the discrete frequency spectrum of a signal. Suppose a length of 
the discrete frequency spectrum to be N  samples, which implies the original signal to be N2  
samples long. The following filters are defined in the discrete frequency domain. Hence, all 
frequencies must be multiplied by a factor of 

 ( ) 1−⋅ sFN  (3.1) 

to transform them to the discrete frequency domain. The original frequencies should lie within an 
interval sF⋅5.0;0 . Consider slow Ff ⋅≤≤ 5.00  a frequency in the frequency domain. Then, it 

corresponds to the discrete frequency of ( ) 1−⋅⋅= slowlow FNfF , supposing sF  to be the sampling 

frequency and N  the length of the signal or the length of one frame of the signal. 

3.1.1  Triangular Filter 

Triangular filter is the easiest one to implement. It is applied in many cases, e.g. in the process of 
the MFCC calculation. The triangular filter is defined in the discrete frequency domain as 
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 (3.2) 

where 1,,1,0 −= Nk K  is a discrete frequency, NFFF highcentrelow <<<≤0  are basic filter 

frequencies, A  denotes an amplitude of the filter, and the length of the filter is N  samples. Figure 
3.1 illustrates the shape of the filter better than the textual description. 

3.1.2  Gaussian Filter 

The Gaussian curve filter is based on the Gaussian (normal) probability density function. The filter 
is defined as 
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where 1,,1,0 −= Nk K  is a discrete frequency, NFFF highcentrelow <<<≤0  are basic filter frequencies 

and A  denotes an amplitude of the filter. Again, the length of the filter (signal, or frame) is N  
samples (see Figure 3.2). 

 

Figure 3.1 Triangular filter N  samples long, defined by three basic filter frequencies 
NFFF highcentrelow <<<≤0  and an amplitude A . 

 

Figure 3.2 Gaussian filter N  samples long, defined by three basic filter frequencies 
NFFF highcentrelow <<<≤0  and an amplitude A . 
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3.1.3  Tukey Filter 

The Tukey filter is, in fact, a window, which is usually used to process frames of a signal. It is a 
combination of the rectangular window and the Hann window, i.e. it is a cosine-tapered window. 
The original equation [36] was slightly modified for the filtering purposes. The final equation is 
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where 1,,1,0 −= Nk K  is a discrete frequency, NFFF highcentrelow <<<≤0  are basic filter frequencies 

and A  denotes an amplitude of the filter. Again, total length of the filter is N  samples. However, 
here play a role some other variables. HannN  is defined as 

 ( ) ( )11 +−⋅−= lowhighHann FFN α  (3.5) 

where α  is a ratio of taper to constant section and 10 ≤≤α . When 0=α , the filter corresponds to 
a rectangular filter. When 1=α , the filter corresponds to a Hann window (filter). ctNRe  in the 
Eq. (3.4) is a complement to the HannN  and is defined as 

 ( ).1Re +−⋅= lowhighct FFN α  (3.6) 

 

Figure 3.3 Tukey filter N  samples long, defined by two basic filter frequencies highlow FF < , by an 

amplitude A  and by a ratio α  of taper to constant section. The ratio is distinguishable only by 

HannN  and ctNRe , here 66.0=α . 
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In the Figure 3.3 you can see the shape of this filter. The constant part and the cosine parts are 
clearly noticeable. 

3.2 Speaker Dependent Frequency Filter Bank (SDFFB) 
Speaker Dependent Frequency Filter Bank (SDFFB) is a new approach to the filter bank 
definition. It is based on an average long-term LPC spectrum (see Chapter 2.2.8). The SDFFB is 
much like the mel-frequency based bank of triangular filters (see Chapter 2.2.7), but the SDFFB 
differs from the mel-frequency based filter bank in a distribution of filter centres, in amplitude of 
the filters, and in the shape of the filters. 

Basic idea results from the dissimilarity of human’s vocal tracts. Shapes of the vocal tracts 
differ obviously in some important details. When a speech is being recognised, it is useful to 
extract the features, which are speaker independent. This does not hold true in case of the speaker 
recognition. In this case, it is necessary to extract speaker dependent features. However, most 
known systems use the common features, some of which are described in the Chapter 2.2. These 
features are usually not focused especially on the speaker recognition. They are defined more 
generally, rather. 

In the Figure 2.9 you can see effects of the normalisation of the autocorrelation coefficients 
by the average long-term LPC coefficients. The formant peaks in the spectrum are obvious and are 
speaker dependent. Hence, if we used them to build a filter, it would be a successful tool. See the 
Figure 3.4, where are examples of two normalised LPC spectra. The spectra belong to two male 
speakers, both in the age of nineteen. A difference in the long-term spectra is obvious. Thus, it 
should be relatively easy to distinguish one speaker from the other.  

 

Figure 3.4 Examples of two normalized long-term LPC spectra, prediction order is 22=M  and the 
original signal is normalized using 4 average long-term LPC coefficients. 
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However, it is not an easy task to separate them. If we had a speech signal of appropriate length, 
i.e. at least 100 s long [18], it could be used for this purpose, but it was not proved yet. Still, the 
normalised spectrum can be used in other way. The formant peaks and minima become significant 
in the speaker dependent filter bank. 

The maxima and the minima become central frequencies centreF  of the individual filters in 
terms of the previous filter definitions. First, we define an ordered set of the maxima maxF  and 
minima minF  as series of the individual maxima and minima of the long-term normalised LPC 
spectrum. When the prediction order equals 22, there are at least 10 peaks in the spectrum. This 
fact was found out experimentally. This experiment was based on our voice database described in 
Chapter 6.1.2. We decided to use the first eight extremes, 8=L , for the filter design. 

The maximal and minimal values are algorithmically easy to acquire – the algorithm just 
searches for the positions of the local extremes. The positions are members of two sorted sets, 
which are referred to as 

 ( ) { } { } LlffffflF Ll ,,1,0,,,,, maxmax
2

max
1

max
0

max
max KK ===  (3.7) 

 ( ) { } { } 1,,,2,1,,,,, min
1

minmin
2

min
1

min
min +=== + LLlffffflF LIl KK   (3.8) 

where max
lf  is the position of the l -th maximum and min

lf  is the position of the  l -th minimum. 
You can see that there is one maximum at the position 0=i  and one minimum at the position 

1+= Ll . This is because of the algorithm properties. Now, it is useful to merge the two sets. When 
the sets of frequencies were built up using the given instructions, a condition 

 min
1

maxmin
2

max
1

min
1

max
0 +<<<<<< LL ffffff L  (3.9) 

should be met. We can merge now the sets ( )lFmax  and ( )lFmin  into one ordered set 

 ( ) { } 1,,1,0,,,,, min
1

maxmin
1

max
0 +== + IiffffiF LL KK  (3.10) 

where LI 2=  is total number of the filters in the filter bank. Given the set ( )iF  of 22 +L  
frequencies, we can define the filter bank itself. The filter bank consists of 16=I  filters (other 
numbers are possible as well, but this number was chosen as an optimal value), we need at least 

8=L  extremes plus one more maximum and one more minimum. It was experimentally proved, 
that the number of the extremes is even higher than eight extremes (it was approximately 11 – 12 
extremes). Generally, the filter bank is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) IiiFiFiFkHkiH SDFSDFB ,,2,1,1,,1,, K=+−=  (3.11) 

where there is a total number of I  Speaker Dependent Filters ( )highcentrelowSDF FFFkH ,,,  – one of the 

filters defined in the chapters above – the triangular filter, the Gaussian filter, or the Tukey filter. 
The discrete frequency 1,,1,0 −= Nk K  and N  is length of the signal or frame. 

In the previous filter definitions there appeared an amplitude A . Two types of the Speaker 
Dependent Frequency Filter Banks were proposed – type I and type II. The Speaker Dependent 
Frequency Filter Bank of the type I (SDFFB-I) assumes the amplitude 1=A . We can call this type 
filter bank constant amplitude filter bank. The SDFFB of the type II (SDFFB-II) assumes the 
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amplitudes of the individual filters equal to the values of the long-term LPC spectrum at the 
positions of centreF . We can call this type of the filter bank variable amplitude filter bank. 

 

Figure 3.5 Comparison of three type II  filter banks, Eq. (3.11), with a variable amplitude and a 
length of  512=N  based on the triangle filter, Eq. (3.2),the Gaussian filter, Eq. (3.3), and the Tukey 
filter, Eq. (3.4),. 
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In the Figure 3.5 can you see three type II filter banks (SDFFB-II) – the upper filter bank consists 
of 16 triangular filters (Eq. (3.2)), the middle one consists of 16 Gaussian filters (Eq. (3.3)) and the 
lower one consists of  16 Tukey filters (Eq. (3.4)). The filter banks were created in compliance 
with the Eq. (3.11) and according to the individual filter equations. 

3.3 Speaker Dependent Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (SDFCC) 
The Speaker Dependent Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (SDFCC) are much like the mel-
frequency cepstrum coefficients in terms of the overall algorithm. Nevertheless, there is an 
essential difference between both of them. It differs in the filter bank used for the computation of 
the coefficients. The SDFCC are computed using the Speaker Dependent Frequency Filter Bank 
defined in the previous chapter. 

The process of the calculation of the SDFCC is same as in the case of the MFCC. The first 
difference is in the Eq. (2.48). Instead of the triangular mel-frequency based filter bank ( )kiH , , we 
use a speaker dependent filter bank ( )kiH SDFB ,  given by the Eq. (3.11). Then, we can express the 
log-energy at the output of the speaker dependent filters as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) IikSkiHiC
N

k
SDFSDFB ,,2,1,,ln

1

0

2
K=








⋅= ∑

−

=

 (3.12) 

where I  is total number of the filters in the filter bank, ( )kS  is the FFT of the signal ( )ns , which is 
N  samples long. Then, the Eq. (2.49) should be changed accordingly to the changes made in the 
previous equation, i.e. instead of the original coefficients ( )iC , we use the new coefficients 

( )iCSDFB , which results in 
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Though the SDFCC are computed the same way as the MFCC, they are not same at all. The 
difference in the filter banks and filter shapes issues in very different results in case of the speaker 
recognition. The SDFCC cannot be used in universal speech recognition systems, since it 
emphasise the speaker influence too much. However, it could be used in a speech recognition 
system or in a speech recognition system oriented to one user. There can be some fields of 
application of such systems. It could be a 2-in-1 system, in which you can command a device 
using your voice and, in the same time, protect it using your voice. The device is being protected 
because it would not recognise spoken commands given by another user. Results of the 
experiments are in Chapter 6.3. 
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4 SPEAKER RECOGNITION 

The speaker recognition divides in two groups: speaker identification and speaker verification 
[17][18][30][31][43][45][46]. The speaker identification aims at answering the question “Who is 
speaking?”. On the other hand, the speaker verification tries to answer the question “Is the one, 
who is speaking, really the one, who he claims to be?”. Thus, in case of the speaker identification 
we try to identify an unknown voice among other voices, which can be e.g. stored in a database. In 
case of the speaker verification, we would like to determine a similarity of two speakers. One of 
them is known – his voice features are stored in a database – the other one is unknown. 

It is clear that the process of the identification is rather difficult to perform precisely. Each 
known voice is compared with an unknown voice and a measure of similarity is calculated. In case 
the measure of similarity of the most similar known voice exceeds a threshold, the unknown voice 
is declared equal to the winner’s voice. It sounds a bit difficult, but in fact, the process itself is as 
demanding as the process of the speaker verification. Hence, the probability of making mistake is 
N-times higher given N the total number of the valid users. The real trouble is choice of the 
relevant voice features. 

In comparison, the speaker verification is possible to perform more exactly. It is because of 
the verification can be text-dependent (i.e. a speaker is asked to say a password, which can be 
same for all speakers) and in the comparison phase only one mistake can be made. The speaker 
identification can be text-dependent too, but sometimes cannot be this true. However, the 
successfulness of the verification depends again on the features chosen for this task [14][17]. 

There are many ways of use of the speaker verification and the speaker identification. 
Example of the speaker identification application is use of it in an investigation of a crime. 
Assume there is a voice database of criminals. When a criminal threatens telephonically someone 
to do harm and her/his voice is recorded and she/he has a record in the voice database, it is 
possible to identify her/him, then. Result of the identification is answer to the question “Who is 
speaking?”. However, this is a challenging task. The identification is not easy and it must be 
emphasized. 

The speaker verification is (relatively) easier than the identification. The main difference is 
that the speaker being verified usually wants to cooperate and wants to be positively verified, 
which has not to hold true in case of the speaker identification (the criminals do not want to be 
identified and arrested). Generally, the speaker recognition is applicable where a restricted access 
to some facilities or services is required. Result of the speaker recognition is either true (in case a 
valid user tries to use the protected object) or false (in case an intruder tries to break in). 

For a BSS, the speaker verification is a reasonable choice, but the speaker identification can 
be used too in the way the verification is used. There are many ways of accomplishing the 
recognition, but the most popular is the method based on the Hidden Markov Models with the 
Gaussian Mixtures. Usually, the process of the speaker recognition consists of the following steps: 
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1. Recording and pre-processing 
2. Feature extraction 
3. Pattern matching 
4. Decision making 

The recording and the pre-processing of the input signal is described in Chapter 2.1. The second 
step, the feature extraction, is described in Chapters 2.2 and 3. The last two steps should be 
explained more. 

4.1 Hidden Markov Models (HMM) 
After the input signal (a speech signal) was processed and proper features were extracted, it is 
possible to come to the next important phase of the speaker recognition process – the pattern 
matching. The pattern matching can be accomplished in many ways. There are many techniques – 
nonparametric techniques (nearest-neighbour classification, fuzzy classification, reduced coulomb 
energy networks etc.), methods based on maximum-likelihood and Bayesian parameter, linear 
discriminant functions, neural networks, or stochastic methods [16][17][35]. For this task a 
method based on estimation of the maximum-likelihood was chosen – the Hidden Markov Models 
with the Gaussian Mixtures (HMM-GM). To use the HMM, it is necessary to briefly describe and 
define them. Next chapters deal with the HMM. 

4.1.1  Markov Processes 

The Markov processes are simple cases of the random processes. Their common property is so 
called Markov property [16][49] 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )itXjtXPitXitXitXjtXP nnnnnn ======= +−−+ 100111 ,,, K  (4.1) 

for the arbitrary Tttttttt nnnn ∈∧≤≤≤≤ ++ 11010 ,,,,0 LL  and Ijiii n ∈− ,,,, 10 K , where 

( ){ }0: ≥ttX  is a random process with a continuous time and a discrete set of states { }L,2,1,0=I . 
Here, the state ( )tX  at the time t  does not depend on the states ( )tX ′  at the time ttt n <<′ . Let us 
define a transition probability from a state i  to another state j  as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) IjiitXjtXPttpij ∈∧=== ,, 1221  (4.2) 

then, for a random process with the Markov property stands 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
∞

=

<<∧⋅=
1

321322131 ,,,
j

jkijik tttttpttpttp  (4.3) 

We can define a state transition probability from a prior state i  to another state j  as 

 ( ) ( )
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=
→
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0 τ

τ
τ

 (4.4) 

likewise, an output probability from a state i  is defined as 
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Generally, both probabilities defined above can depend on time t , but need not. In the following 
text, we are concerned especially with the cases of the homogenous Markov processes with the 
time-independent state transition probabilities ( ) ijij ata =  and ( ) iiii ata = . For the Markov 

processes, the Chapman-Kolmogorov theorem holds true. The theorem is, in the differential form, 
defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
≠

⋅+⋅−=
jk

kjkjjjj atatt
dt
d πππ  (4.6) 

where ( )tjπ  is probability of the state j  at time t , i.e. ( ) ( )( )jtXptj ==π , ija  are the state 

transition probabilities when ji ≠  and iia  are the output probabilities of the state i . Consider a set 

of states { }niiiI ,,, 10 L= , a vector of the state distribution can be defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )tttt nππππ ,,, 21 L
r =  (4.7) 

Eq. (4.6) can be redefined in a vector form as 

 ( ) ( ) Att
dt
d ⋅= ππ rr  (4.8) 

If a limit ( ) ( )t
t

ππ
∞→

=∞ lim  exists, then we can say that the Markov process has been statistically 

stabilised. In that case, we can determine the limit probability from 

 ( ) A⋅∞= πr0  (4.9) 

where the components of the vector ( )∞π  are bound by a condition 
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and the matrix 
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is called state transition probability matrix. 

4.1.2  Markov Chains 

Analogical to the Markov processes can be defined the Markov chains. The Markov chains are 
defined unlike the Markov processes in a discrete time [28][49]. Consider a progression 
{ }L,1,0: =nX n  called analogically to the Markov processes the Markov chain if a condition 
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 ( ) ( )iXjXPiXiXiXjXP nnnnnn ======= +−−+ 100111 ,,, L  (4.12) 

is fulfilled for all states Ijiii n ∈− ,,,, 10 K . Again, we are concerned with the homogenous Markov 
chains, i.e. the Markov chains, in which the transition probability does not depend on the discrete 
time n . The transition probability of the first order is noted to as 

 ( )iXjXPa nnij === +1  (4.13) 

and must fulfil the conditions 

 jiproaij ,,0 ∀≥  and ∑ ∀=
j

ij iproa ,1  (4.14) 

where the states Nji ,,2,1, K=  and N  is the total number of states of the model. There are 
transition probabilities of a higher order defined as 

 ( ) ( )iXjXPka nknij === +  (4.15) 

where K,2,1=k  is the order. Likewise, the output probabilities of the k -th order are defined as 

 ( ) ( )iXPka nii ==  (4.16) 

where the states Ni ,,2,1 K= . Analogically to the matrix of the transition probabilities can be 
defined a matrix of the transition probabilities of a higher order ( )kA  as 

 [ ] ( ) ( )[ ]kakAaA ijij == ,  (4.17) 

4.1.3  Hidden Markov Models 

In the Markov processes defined in the previous chapter, there are considered states, which 
correspond to an observable (physical) event. However, this model is too restrictive [48] to be 
applicable to many problems of interest. First, we summarise some essential notations. 

Table 4.1 Essential HMM notations 

N - total number of states in the model 

M - total number of the distinct observation symbols per state, i.e. the 
discrete alphabet size 

T - total length of an observation O  
O - observation sequence ToooO ,,, 21 K=  

iX - individual state, Ni ,,2,1 K=  

nx - state in which the model is at the time instant n , { }NiXx in ,,2,1, K=∈

TxxxX ,,, 21 L= - sequence of states corresponding to the given observation O  

{ }MvvvV ,,, 21 K= - set of the possible observation symbols 

no - symbol Von ∈  of the observation sequence O  at the discrete time n  
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π - initial state distribution ( ) ( )( ){ }inXpnii ====== 11πππ , i.e. the 
probabilities of being in the state i  at the time 1=n   

{ }ijaA = - state transition probability distribution, the transition probabilities ija  
are given by the Eq. (4.13) 

( ) ( )jxnatvPkb nkj == - probability of occurrence of an observation symbol kv  at time n when 
being in the state  jxn =  

( ){ }kbB j= - the observation symbol probability distribution in the state j  

( )πλ ,, BA= - denotes the HMM model 

Given appropriate values of N , M , A , B , and π , the HMM can be used as a generator to give an 
observation sequence ToooO ,,, 21 K=  as follows [49]: at the beginning, at the discrete time 1=n , 
is the model in the state 1x , which is given by the initial state distribution π . At the next discrete 
times Tn ,,3,2 K= , the model transits to another state given by the state transition probability 
distribution A . The observation symbol no  in the time n  is given by the observation symbol 
probability distribution B . The state sequence is referred to as TxxxX ,,, 21 K= . 

4.1.4  Computation of the Probability of the Observation Sequence 

Given a HMM ( )πλ ,, BA=  how can be determined probability ( )λOP  of an observation 

sequence ToooO ,,, 21 L=  in the model λ ? There is a direct solution to this calculating all 

combinations of the state sequences of the length T , i.e. total number of TN  state sequences. 
Consider 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
∀

⋅=
X

XPXOPXOP λλλ ,,  (4.18) 

where TxxxX ,,, 21 K=  is a state sequence. This equation can be redefined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=
−

T

TTT
xxx

Txxxxxxxx obaobaobXOP
,,,

21
21

122111
,

L

Lπλ  (4.19) 

which can be described by the following steps: 
1. In the beginning, at the time 1=n , we are in the state 1x  which was generated with the 

probability of 
1x

π . In this state, there is generated an observation symbol 1o  with the 

probability of ( )11
obx . 

2. With a probability of 
21xxa , the model transits form the state 1x  to the state 2x  and the 

time changes to 1+= nn . In the new state, an observation symbol 2o  is generated with the 

probability of ( )22
obx . 

3. The previous step repeats until the final state Tx  is reached. 

However, there are TN  possible state sequences. For a large T , the direct solution to this problem 
is unusable. For this purposes, a Forward Procedure and a Backward Procedure were developed. 
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4.1.4.1 Forward Procedure 

The forward procedure [17][28][49] is an inductive method. It starts at the beginning of the 
observation sequence O  and continues towards its end. Consider the forward variable 

 ( ) ( )λα ixoooPi nnn == ,,,, 21 K , (4.20) 

which represents probability of the partial observation sequence nooo ,,, 21 K  (until time n ) and 

state iX  at time n , given the model λ . The forward procedure consists of the following steps: 

1. Initialisation 

 ( ) ( ) Niobi ii ≤≤= 1,11 πα  (4.21) 

2. Induction: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) 111,1
1

1 −≤≤∧≤≤⋅







⋅= +

=
+ ∑ TnNjobaij nj

N

i
ijnn αα  (4.22) 

3. Termination, Tn = : 

 ( ) ( )∑
=

=
N

i
T iOP

1
αλ  (4.23) 

This algorithm decreases number of calculations and thereby it decreases time needed to the 
solution to the calculation of the probability of the observation sequence.  

4.1.4.2 Backward Procedure 

Like the forward procedure, the backward procedure [17][28][49] is an inductive method. It starts 
at the end of the observation sequence and continues towards its beginning. Consider the backward 
variable 

 ( ) ( )λβ ,,,, 21 ixoooPi nTnnn == ++ K  (4.24) 

which is the probability of the partial observation sequence from the time 1+n  to the end, given 
state iX  at time n  and the model λ . The backward procedure can be described as 

1. Initialisation: 

 ( ) NiiT ≤≤= 1,1β  (4.25) 

2. Induction: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
=

++ −−=∧≤≤⋅⋅=
N

j
nnjijn TTnNijobai

1
11 1,,2,11, Lββ  (4.26) 

3. Termination: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
=

⋅⋅=
N

i
ii iobOP

1
11 βπλ  (4.27) 
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4.1.5  Choice of the Optimal State Sequence 

Given the model ( )πλ ,, BA=  how can we choose a state sequence TxxxX ,,, 21 L=  so that the 

probability of the occurrence of the observation sequence ToooO ,,, 21 L=  would be maximal? 
First, we define a variable 

 ( ) ( )λγ ,OXxPi inn ==  (4.28) 

which represents the probability of being in state iX  at time n , given the observation sequence O , 
and the model λ . This equation can be expressed in terms of the forward-backward variables as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )∑

=

== N

i
nn

nnnn
n

ii

ii
OP

ii
i

1

βα

βα
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βαγ  (4.29) 

Using the ( )inγ , we can solve for the individually most likely state nx  at time n  as 

 ( )[ ] Tnix n
Ni

t ≤≤=
≤≤

1,maxarg
1

γ  (4.30) 

The solution of the previous equation determines the most likely state at every instant, without 
regard to the probability of occurrence of sequences of states. Possible solution to this can be the 
Viterbi algorithm [11][16][25]. First, we need to define a quantity 

 ( ) ( )λδ Tnnn oooixxxxPi ,,,,,,,,max 21121 LL == −  (4.31) 

which expresses the highest probability along a single path, at time n , which accounts for the first 
n  observations and ends in state iX . The procedure can be stated as follows: 

1. Initialisation: 

 ( ) ( ) Niobi ii ≤≤⋅= 1,11 πδ  (4.32) 
 ( ) 01 =iψ  (4.33) 

2. Recursion: 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) TnNjobaij njijnNin ≤≤∧≤≤⋅⋅= −≤≤
21,max 11

δδ  (4.34) 

 ( ) ( )[ ] TnNjajj ijn
Ni

n ≤≤∧≤≤= −
≤≤

21,maxarg 1
1

δψ  (4.35) 

3. Termination: 

 ( ) ( )iOXP TNi
δλ

≤≤
=

1
max,  (4.36) 

 ( )ix n
Ni

n δ
≤≤

∗ =
1

maxarg  (4.37) 

The path (state sequence) can be backtracked. The backtracking can be done by 

 ( ) 1,,2,1,11 K−−== ∗
++

∗ TTnxx nnn ψ  (4.38) 

The Viterbi algorithm is similar in implementation to the forward calculation given by the forward 
procedure defined above. 
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4.1.6  Adjustment of the HMM Parameters 

The third and the most difficult problem of the HMM is to determine a method to adjust the model 
parameters A , B , and π . Given the model ( )πλ ,, BA=  how to choose the parameters to 

maximise the probability ( )λXOP , , given an observation sequence ToooO ,,, 21 L=  and the 

state sequence TxxxX ,,, 21 L= ? 

There are some methods of adjustment of the HMM parameters [16][25][27][28][49]. The 
process of the adjustment is called sometimes training of the HMM. One of the algorithms – 
segmental k-means algorithm [27] – is described further. The segmental k-means algorithm 
calculates parameters of the HMM ( )πλ ,, BA=  so that the probability ( )λXOP ,  was maximal 

and at the same time the state sequence X  was optimal state sequence to the given observation 
sequence. 

This algorithm is based on the transition from the HMM kλ  to the model 1+kλ , so that 

( ) ( )1*
1

* ,, +
+≤ k

k
k

k XOPXOP λλ , where *
kX  is an optimal state sequence for the given observation 

sequence ToooO ,,, 21 L=  and for the given model kλ . The optimal state sequence *
kX  is 

calculated using the algorithm described in the Chapter 4.1.5. For the training of the HMM we 
need R  various observation sequences r

T
rrr oooO ,,, 21 L= , whereby Rr ≤≤1 . The individual 

observation symbols are D -dimensional vectors where 1≥D , and T  is length of the observation 
sequence. The algorithm consists of the following steps: 

1. Initialisation. An observation sequence 00
2

0
1

0 ,,, NoooO L=  is randomly generated. It 

consists of N  observation symbols Voi ∈ , where TN ≥ . A state sequence 

NxxxX ,,, 21 L=  is determined. The initial choice of parameters of the model 0λ  is 
important, but depends on the programmer how he/she initialises the parameters.  

2. Estimation of the model parameters. In this step, a vector of the initial probabilities iπr  

and the transition probabilities ijâ  are estimated. For Nji ≤≤ ,1  
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and the state transition probability distribution is { }ijaA ˆˆ = . 

3. Calculation of the means and covariance. 

  Nio
N
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i
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∈

1,1µ̂ , (4.41) 

where iN  is number of all symbols which can occur in the state ix . 
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4. Calculation of the symbol occurrence in the state ix . The Gaussian probability 
distribution is used for this calculation. However, some other probability distribution 
function can be used as well. 
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 and the observation symbol probability distribution is ( ){ }kbB î
ˆ . 

5. Choice of the optimal state sequence X . In this step, the optimal state sequence X  is 
calculated using the algorithm in the Chapter 4.1.5 for each observation sequence from 
the training set. For the computation of the optimal state sequence, the model 

( )iiii BA πλ ˆ,ˆ,ˆˆ =  is used. If the calculated optimal state sequence does not correspond to 
the real state sequence, the individual states are fixed according to the optimal state 
sequences. 

6. Termination. If all state sequences calculated in the previous step correspond to the real 
state sequences, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, it returns to the step 2 of this 
algorithm. As this algorithm is an iterative algorithm, it is possible to stop it sooner (e.g. 
if the real state sequences are close enough to the optimal state sequences, i.e. the 
performance error is lower than a chosen minimal error, we can terminate the 
algorithm). 

This algorithm is a general one. It creates a general complete HMM based on the training 
observation sequences. Nevertheless, in the speech processing we do not need a complete model. 
The models are sometimes reduced to the left-to-right models, which corresponds to the behaviour 
of the speech – it goes constantly forward and never returns. This can be used when recognising 
isolated words [49]. 

There are some practical issues in using the HMM and some limitations. Some of them are: 
the problem of the initial estimation (How to set the initial state?), the model topology (How many 
states do we need?, Should be the model complete or left-to-right?), the training criteria (How 
many iterations do we need?), the duration modelling (How can we model time duration?) etc. On 
these issues there were written whole long chapters in [11][16][17][20][23][24][28][49]. 

4.1.7  HMM with the Gaussian Mixtures (HMM-GM) 

In case the observations do not come from a finite set, but from a continuous space, the discrete 
output distribution discussed before needs to be modified [20]. The main difference lies in a 
different form of output probability functions. As the continuous output probability density 
functions ( )obj , where o  is an n -dimensional observation symbol, were chosen the multivariate 

Gaussian mixture density functions, which is because they can approximate any continuous 
probability density function. 
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The Gaussian (or normal) distribution is the most important one. A continuous random 
variable y  is said to have a Gaussian distribution with mean µ  and variance 0,2 >σσ , if y  has a 
continuous probability density function [19][20] defined as 

 ( ) ( )
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222
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−−
==

y

eNyf  (4.44) 

This is the probability density function for the one-dimensional variable. When ( )nyyyY ,,, 21 K=  
is an n -dimensional continuous random vector, then the multivariate Gaussian probability density 
function has the following form 
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where µ  is the n -dimensional mean vector, Σ  is the nn×  covariance matrix, and Σ  is the 

determinant of the covariance matrix Σ . The Gaussian distributions are unimodal, but they can be 
used for approximation of more complex distributions with multiple maxima as 

 ( ) ( )∑
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k
kkkk yNcyf

1

,,µ  (4.46) 

where kc  is the mixture weight and kN  is the multivariate Gaussian probability density function 

given the mean vector kµ  and the covariance matrix kΣ , associated with the k -th Gaussian 
component, M  is total number of the Gaussian components. 

Now, given an observation sequence ToooO ,,, 21 K= , we can go back to the continuous output 
probability density functions ( )obj  in the HMM. With M  Gaussian mixture density functions we 

can define 
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where ( )jkjkoN Σ,,µ  or ( )objk  denotes a single Gaussian density function with mean vector jkµ  

and covariance matrix kΣ  for the state j , and jkc  is the weight for the k -th mixture component 

satisfying 

 ∑
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The output probability density functions ( )obj  must be expressed with respect to each single 

mixture component as 
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which can be considered as the summation of densities with all the possible state sequences X  and 
all the possible mixture components K , defined in TΩ  as the T -th Cartesian product of 

{ }M,,2,1 K=Ω  as 
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Therefore, the joint probability is 
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An auxiliary function ( )λλ ˆ,Q  of two models given an observation O  can be defined as 
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This function can be redefined in a separated form as 
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The optimisation of the parameters is like the optimisation in the discrete HMM. The major 
difference is in the maximisation of ( )jkb bQ

jk
ˆ,λ  with respect to jkb̂ . The maximisation is obtained 

through differentiation with respect to { }jkjk Σ,µ  that satisfies 

 ( ) 0ˆ,ˆ =∇ jkbb bQ
jkjk
λ  (4.57) 

which results in the solutions 
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The coefficients jkĉ  are defined as 
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4.2 Decision-Making 
Decision-making is the final step of the speaker recognition [43][45][46]. From the previous steps, 
we have the result of the pattern matching. Now, we have to decide, whether the result of the 
matching is positive or negative. 

The decision-making can be done in many ways, but every-time it finishes by a simple 
threshold based (linear) classification. You can have complex pattern matching systems, 
sophisticated tools, but the recognition must end with a final answer – ‘yes’ (for the positive 
recognition – acceptance) or ‘no’ (for the negative recognition – rejection). There are only two 
possible answers. Hence, there is no other way than a threshold classification. 

4.2.1  Accuracy of the Speaker Recognition 

Accuracy of the speaker recognition process is an important aspect to discuss when talking of the 
security systems. There is a pair of measures used to determine accuracy of the speaker 
recognition – the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and the False Recognition Rate (FRR) [43]. The 
FAR is also known as a False Match Rate or Type II error. It expresses how many times someone 
is inaccurately positively matched. Hence, the higher the FAR, the more intruders could be 
positively verified. The FRR is also known as a False Non-Match Rate or Type I error. It denotes 
the number of times someone is inaccurately rejected. It means, the higher the FRR, the more 
times must someone who should be accepted complete the enrolment procedure, because he/she 
was incorrectly rejected. The combination of these two measures – the FAR and the FRR – helps 
to determine quality or accuracy of the biometric security system. Formally, the FAR is defined as 

 [ ]%100⋅=
falseN

FAFAR  (4.62) 
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where FA  is a number of incidents of false acceptance and falseN  is total number of tested samples, 

which should be rejected. Likewise, the FRR is defined as 

 [ ]%100⋅=
trueN

FRFRR  (4.63) 

where FR  is a number of incidents of false rejections and trueN  is total number of tested samples, 
which should be accepted. 

4.2.2  Threshold Estimation 

Threshold estimation is a serious problem too. First, we must know the purpose of the designed 
BSS. Then, we must decide, how strong should be the protection. In the previous chapter, there 
were two measures defined – the FAR and the FRR. They can help us to choose proper threshold 
value. In the Figure 4.1 can you see typical curves of the FRR and FAR as the functions of the 
threshold T . It is clear that if we want all authorised users to be accepted without problems (low 
values of the FRR), we have to choose a threshold according to the low values of the FRR. 
However, when we choose such threshold, then some unauthorised users could be accepted as 
well. On the other hand, if we choose a higher threshold value, then more authorised users could 
be rejected. Thus, choice of the threshold is a compromise between the FAR and the FRR. Well-
balanced system should provide good FAR together with good FRR. 

 

Figure 4.1 Typical FAR (dotted line) and FRR (solid line) curves as functions of the threshold. The 
threshold value marked by EERT  represents position of the EER. 

The balanced threshold is the one lying on the crossing of the FAR and FRR curves. The value of 
the crossing is called Equal Error Rate (EER), i.e. at this point the FAR and the FRR should be of 
the same value. In the Figure 4.1 is this threshold drawn by a thick solid line and marked by EERT . 
For the testing purposes (Chapter 6), the threshold value was searched using the Algorithm 4.1. 
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The algorithm gets an absolute value of the subtraction of the values of the FAR and the FRR for 
each given threshold and searches for the minimum. It returns the approximate value of the 
threshold EERT . In the algorithm, the values of the FAR and FRR are scaled to the interval 1,0 , 
which can be done by omitting the multiplication factor 100 in the Eqs. (4.62) and (4.63). The 
threshold values should also lie in the interval of 1,0 . This can be done in case the output of the 
classification fits in the same interval. This can be easily achieved by scaling of the output of the 
pattern classification or by the proper design of the classification. 

 

Algorithm 4.1 Searching of the threshold value, in which the FAR and the FRR approach the EER. 

 

Algorithm 4.2 Searching of the threshold value, in which the FAR and the FRR are optimal. 

The Algorithm 4.2 searches for the threshold value optimalT , which results in an Optimal Error Rate 

(OER). This algorithm finds minimum of the sum of the FAR and the FRR. When the optimalT  is 

chosen for a threshold, then the overall recognition error rate is the lowest one. In the Figure 4.1, 

Beginning is same as the Algorithm 3.1. 
 
Here comes the main difference 
 
... 
  If (FAR(THRESHOLDS(INDEX)) + FRR(THRESHOLDS(INDEX)))/2 < T_MIN then 
   T_MIN = (FAR(THRESHOLDS(INDEX)) + FRR(THRESHOLDS(INDEX)))/2; 
... 
   T_MIN_INDEX = INDEX; 
  End; 
 End; 
 Return THRESHOLDS(T_MIN_INDEX); 
End; 

The FRR and FAR curves are given as functions of the given set of THRESHOLDS. 
There are I thresholds. 
 
Example:  
 I = 3; 
 THRESHOLDS(1) = 0.0; THRESHOLDS(2) = 0.5; THRESHOLDS(3) = 1.0; 
 FRR(THRESHOLDS(1)) = 0.0; FRR(THRESHOLDS(2)) = 0.3; FRR(THRESHOLDS(3)) = 1.0; 
 FAR(THRESHOLDS(1)) = 1.0; FAR(THRESHOLDS(2)) = 0.3; FAR(THRESHOLDS(3)) = 0.0; 
 
Search Threshold (FAR, FRR, THRESHOLDS) returns threshold value 
 T_MIN = 1.0; T_MIN_INDEX = 1; 
 For INDEX = 1 to I do 
  If ABS(FAR(THRESHOLDS(INDEX)) - FRR(THRESHOLDS(INDEX))) < T_MIN then 
   T_MIN = ABS(FAR(THRESHOLDS(INDEX)) - FRR(THRESHOLDS(INDEX))); 
   T_MIN_INDEX = INDEX; 
  End; 
 End; 
 Return THRESHOLDS(T_MIN_INDEX); 
End; 
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the optimalT  equals the EERT  because of the shape of the curves. However, in the real cases, this 

shape is not necessarily valid. You can see in the Chapter 6.3 some examples of curves, which 
only approximately reach the shapes of the typical FAR/FRR curves. This gives reasons for 
defining of the OER. The OER cannot be a performance measure, since it is an optimisation for a 
special case and is not comparable due to the dissimilarities of the models. 

4.3 Approaches to the Speaker Recognition 
There are two different approaches to the speaker recognition. The first one is based on the speaker 
verification and the second one is based on the speaker identification. When verifying a speaker, 
there are two possible answers – ‘yes’ or ‘no’, i.e. the speaker is (‘yes’) or is not (‘no’) the one, 
who he/she claims to be. When identifying a speaker, there are other two possible results. If the 
unknown speaker were found in the voice database, the answer would be an identification number 
of the speaker. Hence, the answer would be ‘yes’, since the user was found in the database. If the 
unknown speaker were not found in the voice database, the answer would be unknown 
(unauthorised) user, i.e. the answer would be ‘no’. 

Main difference between the two approaches is that in case of the speaker verification the user 
has to tell the system, who he/she claims to be. Then, the system compares the stored pattern of the 
claimed user with the new pattern of the unknown user and answers ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Hence, a one-to-
one comparison is performed. In case of the speaker identification, the system itself determines the 
user. Thus, a one-to-many comparison is performed. If the user’s voice were not found in the 
database, the answer would be ‘no’, otherwise the answer would be ‘yes’. In other words – you 
can see two unwanted situations. 

 

Algorithm 4.3 Process of the speaker recognition – verification approach. 

First, the system accepts a user though he/she is not authorised to access to the system resources 
(this corresponds to the FAR). In case of the speaker verification, the algorithm decided the 
unknown voice to be similar enough to the claimed voice to let in the user. In case of the speaker 
identification, the algorithm decided the unknown voice to be similar to a voice stored in the voice 
database though this was not true. 

Speaker Verification 
 
User comes. 
 
USERNAME = Read user name (); 
NEW_VOCIE = Record voice password (); 
NEW_PATTERN = Extract features (NEW_VOICE); 
 
STORED_PATTERN = Load pattern from database (USERNAME); 
LIKELIHOOD = Compare (STORED_PATTERN, NEW_PATTERN); 
 
ANSWER = Decide-Verify (LIKELIHOOD); 
 
System answers YES or NO. 
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Second, the system rejects the user though he/she is a valid user. In case of the speaker 
verification, the algorithm did not find similarity between the unknown voice and the claimed 
voice. In case of the speaker identification, there was no stored voice similar enough to the 
unknown voice to let in the user. The speaker verification and identification approaches are 
described by the Algorithm 4.3 and the Algorithm 4.4. 

 

Algorithm 4.4 Process of the speaker recognition – identification approach. 

Result of the speaker recognition need not to be the answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’. It can be a probability of 
the unknown user being the claimed user (in case of the verification) or a probability of the 
unknown user is one of the users stored in a database (in case of the identification). Such output 
should lie in an interval of 1,0 . It is usable in a multi-biometric security system, where a fusion 
of the outputs of the individual biometric subsystems is done (see Chapter 5.3). 

Now, we know enough to design a speaker recognition application. This application can use 
one of the approaches mentioned above to accept or reject a user. 

Speaker Identification 
 
User comes. 
 
USERNAME = Read user name (); 
NEW_VOCIE = Record voice password (); 
NEW_PATTERN = Extract features (NEW_VOICE); 
 
For each user USERNAME in the voice database 
 STORED_PATTERN = Load pattern from database (USERNAME); 
 LIKELIHOOD[USERNAME] = Compare (STORED_PATTERN, NEW_PATTERN); 
End; 
 
ANSWER = Decide-Identify (LIKELIHOOD); 
 
System answers YES or NO. 
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5 DESIGN OF THE BIOMETRIC SECURITY SYSTEMS 

The third goal of the dissertation is to design a Biometric Security System (BSS) utilising at least 
two biometric technologies. This goal should be accomplished in cooperation with another Ph.D. 
student. However, he decided to finish his work later. This is why the biometric security system 
proposed in this chapter is designed on the theoretical basis only. Nevertheless, the theory is 
supported by the experimental results of the speaker recognition as presented in Chapter 6.3, and 
the overall concept of the BSS is supported by results of testing of the unique vector presented in 
Chapter 6.4. Our concepts of the BSS were accepted by many experts when presenting in the 
conferences [3][4][5][6][8] and workshops [2]. 

5.1 Task of the BSS 
Biometric security system is a security system, which protection is based on the biometric features. 
The BSS can be applied in many ways and situations. Usually, we want to protect a device or a 
service. Typically, we want to enable the authorised users to access to some network resources like 
a printer, a file server, or a database, and as a counterpart, we want to disable the unauthorised 
users to access to them. This task can be called biometric login. Another typical task can be a 
protection of the objects like buildings or other facilities, which can be called biometric 
doorkeeper. These applications require a trustworthy and reliable protection method, since in these 
cases the price of the protected object is higher than in case of the network resources. 

In the previous paragraph, there is mentioned a question of the price of the protected object. 
This is the first thing to consider before installing a BSS. How valuable is the protected object and 
how strong should be the protection? There is a dependency between the price of the protected 
object and the strength of the protection. Nowadays, the doorkeeper task is performed by a key or 
a chip card and the login task accomplishes a login name with an appropriate password. These 
solutions are very cheap which implies that the protection level is very low. This holds true, since 
the key could be easily lost and the login name with the password could be stolen (because of lack 
of the user caution). In case the protected object is not too valuable, can these solutions fulfil 
requirements of the protected object owner. However, in case of a bank vault, very strong 
protection is necessary. 

We can ask another question. How can we increase the strength of the protection? There are 
many possibilities and one of them lies in the biometric security systems. The BSS are not widely 
used, because people do not trust them yet. The security systems based on the biometry are 
relatively new and people usually do not trust a new technology. Since present, only the one-level 
or single-biometric security systems have been used [43][45][46]. The multi-biometric systems are 
rare, but there are some commercial solutions based on multiple biometric features [47] and some 
books on this topic [10]. 

The last question can be put. How much money do we want to spend to protect the object? 
Answer to this question depends directly on the price of the protected object. The more expensive 
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the object is, the more money are we willing to spend on the security system. From the technical 
(hardware) view, the BSS are not very expensive! This should be said, since for speaker 
verification we need only a microphone, which does not cost much, and a computer. Price of a 
fingerprint scanner is not high as well. The most expensive portion of the BSS is the software. The 
research and the development of the biometric systems account for the most of the costs. The 
testing and validating of the proposed algorithms is not free too. Thus, having these questions in 
mind we can decide whether to apply a BSS or not. 

5.2 Single-Biometric Security System (SBBS) 
Usually, only a one-level biometric security system [3][4][5] is applied to provide the security 
services and protection. The one-level biometric system will be called Single-Biometric Security 
System (SBBS). It consists typically of two hardware components – an input device and a 
processing unit. 

Among the input devices belong: scanners (a fingerprint scanner, a palm scanner, a retina 
scanner, or an iris scanner), microphone, special sensors (an odour sensor or a thermal sensor), and 
many other devices. These devices serve the acquisition of the physical biometric features. The 
physical biometric features are a fingerprint scan, a thermal scan, or a speech signal. Data acquired 
from the input devices are sent to the processing unit. 

The processing unit can be a built-in device or an external device, which is responsible for the 
further processing of the input data and for the final decision. The input data are obtained from the 
input devices and the final decision is usually an answer to the question: “Is the unknown 
individual really the one, who he/she is claiming to be?”. The processing unit can be for example a 
computer with an appropriate application or a built-in processor of a smart card. Both the external 
and built-in solutions have their advantages and disadvantages. The external solution is cheaper 
but it provides weaker protection, because the communication channel between the input device 
and the processing unit could be wiretapped and the data could be misused. The built-in solution is 
more expensive but the protection is better. The decision between these two solutions depends on 
the requirements of the real application. In the Figure 5.1, you can see a schematic comparison of 
the external solution and the internal one. The external solution can be hazard for the data. 
However, badly designed internal solution could be as hazardous for the data as the external 
solution. 

Though the protection strength of the external solution is not high is this solution used more 
frequently than the internal one. The weakness of the external solution can be solved in some 
ways. One possible solution is to encipher the information sent through the communication 
channel using a symmetric key generated from the biometric features. Another difficulty could be 
a storage question, i.e. in the asymmetric cryptography, you get a private key, which must be 
stored somewhere (usually in a storage device). If the storage device were stolen, the private key 
would be misused. This can be solved like the first problem – by enciphering the private 
information using a symmetric biometric key. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the external solution and the internal solution of the SBSS. 

Thus, the main disadvantage of the SBSS solution is its solitariness. If the recognition process 
failed in terms of the false acceptance, access to the protected object would be achieved by an 
unauthorised user. Sometimes is this not so crucial. Usually, it is a question of the priorities and 
even the one-level system can be setup so that it is able to reject all impostors. Price for this is 
higher false rejection rate. 

To design a balanced system, in which the FAR and FRR rates were very low, is goal of the 
BSS designers. Solution to this could be a multi-biometric security system. 

5.3 Multi-Biometric Security System (MBSS) 
Multi-Biometric Security System (MBSS) is a biometric system based on a combination of more 
than one biometric technologies [3][4][5]. The MBSS is counterpart to the one-level system. Its 
main advantage over the SBSS is its complexity that makes the system more robust to the FAR, 
before all. The security system administrators usually design the BSS so that the FAR is as low as 
possible even for the price of the higher FRR. This limitation can be solved using an MBSS. 

Generally, authorisation using multiple biometrics reduces to a fusion problem (Figure 5.2), 
which utilises results of multiple biometric technologies to increase the fault-tolerance capability, 
to reduce uncertainty, to reduce noise, and to overcome the limitations of the SBBS. Well-
designed MBSS can increase the reliability of the final decision. Multiple biometrics used in the 
MBSS enable some user to be identified even if they are not able to provide all biometric features. 
However, when permitting exceptions, details of the exceptions must be specified when designing 
a MBSS. It is not possible to make general exceptions, since it would cancel the advantages of the 
MBSS. 

In Figure 5.2 you can see a schema of the integration of the multiple biometric features into 
one complex. The most important part is the block of the decision fusion and the partial decision 
blocks (here for the fingerprint recognition, the speaker verification, and the iris recognition). 

Hazard of wiretapping

External solution Internal solution 
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Figure 5.2 Integration of multiple biometrics. 

As each of the individual biometric subsystems in a MBSS has very different characteristics and 
pattern matching scheme, it is useful to integrate them at the decision level. 

Let { }Iφφφ ,,, 21 K=Φ  denote set of templates iφ  representing each of I  users of the MBSS. 
Each user has exactly one multi-biometric template, which consists of one biometric template for 
each biometric feature used in the system. Template },,{ 1

i
M

ii φφφ K=  of the i -th user consists of M  
biometric templates, hence the MBSS consists of M  various biometric technologies ( 3=M  in 
case of the situation in Figure 5.2). There are two classes of users denoted trueω  (an authorised 
user, whose template φ  is one from the set Φ ) and falseω  (an unauthorised user). Given a classifier 

( )21 ,φφC  we can say 

 ( ) IiC true
ii ,,2,1,, K== ωφφ  (5.1) 

When verifying an unknown user, whose template is denoted φ  and who claims to be one of the 

authorised users { }Iii ,,2,1, K∈φ , we evaluate distance (or decision) ( )iD φφ ,  as a function of the 

templates φ  and iφ . Given a threshold T , the unknown user is classified as 
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φφ  (5.2) 

where ( )21 ,φφD  is distance between the template 1φ  and 2φ  satisfying 

 ( ) 1,0 21 ≤≤ φφD  (5.3) 

and defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )212
1

1
11

21 ,,,,, MMMddFD φφφφφφ K=  (5.4) 

where ( ) ( )( )212
1

1
11 ,,,, MMMddF φφφφ K  is a decision fusion of all M  partial decisions ( )21 , jjjd φφ . A 

partial decision can be i.e. a result of the speaker verification as described in Chapter 4.3. The 
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overall distance (decision) ( )21,φφD  and the partial distances (decisions) ( )21 , jjjd φφ  can be a 

probability or a measure of similarity of the two templates. 

The overall decision ( )21,φφD  is based on the integration of the decisions made by the 
individual biometric modules. The value of the overall decision can be based on the theory of 
probability. Based on a Bayes’ decision rule, we can determine the overall decision as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )falseMMM

trueMMM
MMM ddp

ddp
ddFD

ωφφφφ
ωφφφφ

φφφφφφ
212
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when knowing the class-conditional probability density functions ( ) ( )( )trueMMMddp ωφφφφ 212
1

1
11 ,,,, K  

and ( ) ( )( )falseMMMddp ωφφφφ 212
1

1
11 ,,,, K . The value of the threshold T  as needed for the final 

classification using the Eq. (5.2) can be expressed as 

 
( )
( )true

false

P
P

T
ω
ω

=  (5.6) 

The probabilities ( )trueP ω  and ( )falseP ω  are the prior probabilities reflecting the prior values of the 

probabilities corresponding to the classes trueω  and falseω . 

This is one possible approach to the fusion decision making. Other possibilities can be the 
fusion mechanism based on a neural network classifier or a fuzzy classifier. Then, the overall 
decision ( )21,φφD  is replaced by the chosen classifier. There must be one classifier for each user. 
Hence, not only the template φ  need to be stored but also the according network. 

5.4 Biometry in Cryptography 
When fulfilled some preconditions, the biometric features can be used in cryptography to generate 
a symmetric key [3]. The key is given as a combination of vectors acquired using the individual 
biometric technologies. Each of the biometric technologies should be able to generate at least one 
unique vector, which will be then considered as a part of the biometric cryptographic key. If the 
technology is able to provide more than one unique vector, more cryptographic keys can be 
prepared. However, there are the preconditions not mentioned yet. 

The first precondition that must be fulfilled is the uniqueness. The vector used as the 
cryptographic key must be unique. If the vector were not unique, there would be possibility of 
false acceptance of the biometric features of someone other (possibly unauthorised) user. This one 
might be granted access to some private resources and information, which is not desired. 

The second precondition is the ability of re-estimableness of the unique vector. E.g., the 
speech technology can provide only one unique vector that is difficult to re-gain. The fingerprint 
technology can produce many possible keys, but these keys are not same each time a fingerprint is 
scanned and analysed. This is because some fingerprint minutiae need not to be recognised and 
some new ones could be recognised. However, the fingerprint offers a better set of features than 
the speech. Surplus of the minutiae can be used. More combinations of the minutiae can be stored. 
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Then, a hash function is calculated for each of the obtained vectors. This hash could be stored on a 
public storage device (a smart card, a USB token, an SD card, a server, etc.). An advantage of this 
is absence of the secret information stored on the storage device, since the biometric features need 
not to be stored – they are securely placed on/in our body. 
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Figure 5.3 Encryption using the biometric keys. 

However, the uniqueness is not such a big trouble. When using more than one biometric 
technology, we can supply ambiguity of the vectors between two different users given by one 
technology by the other biometric technology. Both of them can supply each other. 

Having a symmetric key produced using the biometric features, we can all private information 
encrypt using this key and store it securely anywhere. We can even generate a private key for an 
asymmetric ciphering, encipher it using the symmetric biometric key, and store it safely in a public 
storage device. Example of the encryption process using the fingerprint and speech technologies 
for the symmetric ciphering is illustrated in the Figure 5.3. 

We can use such key for the authentication purposes as well. When a user is about to login, 
he/she claims his/her identity and then must provide the biometric features needed to be 
authenticated. Possibility of loosing private data decreases with growing number of the biometric 
technologies used for this purpose. However, when increasing the number of technologies, the 
possibility of errors grows as well. Again, an optimal solution must be chosen. Sometimes it can 
be impossible to reconstruct the key, which can be caused by the inconstancy discussed in 
Chapter 1.4.2.4. 
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5.5 Unique Vector Generating from the Speech Signal 
To be able to use speech signals in the cryptography, we have to generate the unique vector 
mentioned in the previous chapter. The process of unique vector generating from the speech signal 
is rather challenging. As the speech features are so unstable, it is not easy to fulfil the 
preconditions given in the previous chapter – the uniqueness and the re-estimableness. The speaker 
vocal tract characteristics change during whole human’s life, which aggravates the process, since 
the system must be held up to date and the parameters of the estimator must be properly updated. 

 

Figure 5.4 Example of a long-term LPC spectrum with 8=L  emphasized and marked maxima. 

To generate a unique vector, a special method must be designed, since the features possible to use 
to get a unique vector are not precisely re-estimable. There must be defined a tolerance within 
which the features can vary. This process is very similar to the sampling of a signal or to the 
quantisation. We define a step – a sampling period or a quantisation step – and then we sample the 
features along one dimension. The most difficult task in this process is the estimation of the step. 
One possible solution to this results from the statistical measures. 

Consider a long-term LPC spectrum derived from the LPC coefficients of the 22nd order (see 
Chapter 2.2.8). We can use the same spectrum as the one used in case of the speaker dependent 
frequency filter bank. There is a set of frequencies (positions of the maxima, see Figure 5.4) 

 ( ) { } { } LlfffflF Ll ,,1,,,, maxmax
2

max
1

max
max KK ===  (5.7) 

like in the Eq. (3.7) omitting just the maximum at the position 0=l . This set is a base for the 
unique vector. Like in the case of the SDFFB, we chose a group of 8=L  extremes (maxima). 
Hence, we can have eight unique values. When we scale them so that they range from 0 to 255, we 
can use them to create an array of 16 bytes, i.e. there are eight numbers consisting two hex-digits, 
which means we can have a 128 bits long vector. How should be the maxima scaled, so that the 
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same values are re-estimated when analysing a new sample of the same speaker? To define the 
quantisation steps lq  for each group Ll ,,2,1 K=  of maxima max

,nlf , we need more than one training 

samples. Having N  training samples we get N  sets of maxima 

 ( ) { } { } NnLlfffflF nLnnnl
n ,,2,1,,1,,,, max

,
max
,2

max
,1

max
,max KKK =∧===  (5.8) 

Upon these sets, we can base estimation of the quantisation step. There is a desired range from 0 to 
255 and there is a real range of the frequencies representing positions of maxima of the long-term 
LPC spectrum. Now, we can unit these ranges. The quantisation step 1q  of the 1st maximum equals 
range of the 1st group of frequencies (see Figure 5.5 for illustration of this). Generally, the 
quantisation step of the l -th generated value is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) Llffq nlNnnlNnl ,,2,1,minmax max
,,,1

max
,,,1

K
KK

=−=
==

 (5.9) 

Except from the quantisation step, a value of the initial shift must be defined. Prior to get the 
quantised value using the quantisation step lq , we have to subtract the initial shift ls  to get proper 
results. The initial shift is defined as 
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where the function ( )xint  returns the integer part of the x . 

 

Figure 5.5 Illustration of 8=L  groups of maxima extracted from a group of six speech samples 
using the long-term LPC spectrum. There are marked the quantisation step, and the maximal and 
minimal frequencies from the sixth group of maxima ( 6=n ). 
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Illustration of that is in the Figure 5.5, in which you can see 8=L  groups of maxima extracted 
from six speech samples using the normalised long-term LPC spectrum (like the one in the Figure 
5.4). You can see markings of the quantisation step 6q , ( )max

,6max nn
f , and ( )max

,6min nn
f  calculated from 

the sixth group of maxima extracted from six normalised long-term spectra. 

Now, we can generate a unique vector. Given the quantisation step lq  and corresponding 
initial shift ls  the quantised value ( )xvl

~  is defined as 

 ( ) 






 −=
l

l
l q

sxxv int~  (5.11) 

It is clear, that the quantisation step cannot include all frequencies, which the speaker is able to 
produce in the given band. Hence, we have to define percentage tolerance, which enlarges the 
accepted range slightly whereby the quantisation step increases as well. The more the training 
samples, the lower can be the tolerance and the final error. Thus, given a normalised tolerance 
factor t , the quantisation step with the tolerance is defined as 

 10,,2,1,ˆ ≤≤∧=⋅+= tLlqtqq lll K  (5.12) 

and, correspondingly, the initial shift must be redefined as 
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which gives us an equation for the quantised value ( )xvlˆ  as 

 ( ) 






 −=
l

l
l q

sxxv
ˆ

ˆ
intˆ  (5.14) 

 
Figure 5.6 Detail of the fifth group ( 5=n ) of maxima. The most important variables are marked. 
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Figure 5.7 Detail of the third group ( 3=n ) of maxima with the initial shift and the quantisation step 
marked. 

In the Figure 5.6, you can see detail of the Figure 5.5. The fifth set of maxima is emphasized and 
the important variables are marked. The only value not possible to mark is the initial shift, which 
is applied later when calculating the quantised values. The illustration of the initial shift is in the 
Figure 5.7, in which the third group of maxima is emphasized and the according initial shift and 
quantisation step are marked. 

There is one more problem to solve. In case the quantised value exceeds the interval 255,0 , 
we have to correct it. The easiest way to do that is using the remainder of the division by 256, 
which results in the quantised value defined as 

 ( ) ( )( )256,ˆrem xvxv ll =  (5.15) 

where ( )yx,rem  returns the remainder of the division 
y
x . Having this, we can create a unique 

vector for each speaker in the voice database. The unique vector can be defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )maxmax
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11 ,,, LL fvfvfvV K=  (5.16) 

whereby 
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and N  is total number of the training samples (see the definitions above). Given the unique vector 
V  it is possible to transform it to a hexadecimal string, which is defined as a concatenation of the 
individual components of the unique vector transformed to the hexadecimal form. It can be defined 
as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) hex
L

hex
L

hexhexhexhex
Lhex vvvvvvVVVV 2,1,2,21,22,11,121 hexhexhex LK ==  (5.18) 
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whereby the function ( )xhex  returns a hexadecimal representation of the integer value x  and 

( ) LifvV iii ,,2,1,max K==  are the components of the unique vector defined by the Eq. (5.16). The 
returned hexadecimal value given by the function ( )xhex  ranges from 00 to FF, since the values of 
the unique vector components range from 0 to 255. This gives us possibility to write define the 
unique vector as an array of L2  hexadecimal digits denoted in the Eq. (5.18) by hex

ilv , , Ll ,,2,1 K=  

and 2,1=i . This help us to define a measure ( )21 ,VVd , which expresses a distance between two 
unique vectors as 

 ( ) MnmvvVVd
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l i
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,
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where M  is total number of the users stored in the voice database. Another possible measure of 
the distance can be defined as 
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where ( ) LifvV iii ,,2,1,max K==  are the components of the unique vector defined by the Eq. (5.16) 
above. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Example of the scaling for all eight maxima with an according example of the unique 
vector given by the Eq. (5.18). 

The experimental results of the creation of the unique vector are summarised in Chapter 6.4. If this 
vector proved unique, it would be used for the cryptographic applications even for the purposes of 
the identification and verification. As this vector is usable for the purposes of the verification and 
identification, the measures of the FRR and FAR can be used as the performance measures. 
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5.6 Robustness of the BSS 
When generating a biometric key one question must be asked – is there enough information in the 
biometric features usable to the key generating? We are working with the fingerprint and speech 
technologies only, therefore only estimation of the robustness of those two biometric features is 
discussed [2]. 

In the speech technology, possibility of generating a key is very limited. We must define a 
new method to generate a unique re-construable vector. There are typical speech features usable 
for this purpose. Most of them are based on the statistics, since they represents their long-term 
behaviour. Some of then are the speech frequency, and the formant frequencies, which correspond 
approximately to the resonance frequencies of an oral cavity, nasal cavity, gorge cavity and the 
some other resonance places. We suppose the various speakers have various long-term 
characteristics of the formant frequencies, since the frequencies strongly depend on the 
physiognomy of the vocal tract. These frequencies can be divided as 

• Speech frequency ≈ 50Hz – 500Hz 
• Freq. of the 1st formant ≈ 500Hz – 1200Hz 
• Freq. of the 2nd formant ≈ 1200Hz – 2500Hz 
• ... 

The formant frequencies are not split equally along the frequency axis – the first four vary from 
0 Hz to approximately 4000 Hz and the second four are higher than 5000 Hz. The ranges noted 
above are only rough and they can overlap for different speakers. In the previous chapter, there 
was proposed an algorithm of the unique vector generating. Actually, it is based upon the formant 
frequencies, since the maxima of the LPC model of the 22nd order correspond approximately to the 
formant frequencies. The experimental results in Chapter 6.4 give you an image of the quality of 
the generated vector. 

Given the unique vector and its size, we can compute the factors of the vector. The factor 
equals to the number of bits needed to store the vector. Thus, given 8=L  values transformed so 
that they range from 0 to 255, we need 64 bits to store the vector, which results in a factor of 264, 
i.e. there are 264 possible combinations. 

The factor can be even higher, because it strongly depends on the chosen features. The length 
of 64 bits is however not enough to satisfy nowadays needs in the field of the cryptography. The 
vector can be enlarged using for its generating even the set of minima (now, only the set of 
maxima is used, see Chapter 5.5) from the long-term LPC spectrum. However, the speech 
technology is not meant to be used standalone. As noted before, this should be applied to a multi-
biometric security system. Having this in mind, we can say that 64 bits are enough and the missing 
bits (there should be at least 128 bits) can be supplied by the other biometric technologies. When 
using another biometric technology, we can even choose a higher tolerance value (in terms of the 
definitions in Chapter 5.5), which results in the better values of the FRR. The higher values of the 
FAR corresponding to the higher tolerance can be compensated by the other biometric 
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technologies. For example, the fingerprint technology can offer even a factor of 2214 [2], which 
provides a wide range of possibilities and together with the speech technology we have a factor of  
2278, i.e. there are 278 bits for the symmetric key which is far enough to be accepted. 

5.7 Summary 
In the previous chapters, the BSS were introduced. Advantages and disadvantages of the SBSS and 
the MBSS were discussed. Finally, an algorithm of unique vector generating was proposed with a 
discussion on the robustness of the BSS. 

The experimental results of the tests done using the unique vector are summarised in 
Chapter 6.4. We showed that there is a way of unique vector generating from the speech signal. 
There are some problems described above and these must be solved to be able to use this technique 
in future. However, the biometric security systems are advancing and their importance is growing. 
Example of this can be the way of use of the biometric technologies in Germany. Nowadays, they 
are testing quality of the fingerprint scanners to use them in the near future. The German 
government prepares for launching of the ID cards containing fingerprints, which is a great step 
ahead. Nevertheless, the fingerprints have been many times verified and proved unique and are 
respected biometric feature. Voice based technology is still waiting for such respect – it has its 
strengths, i.e. there is a source of information, but there is no suitable tool to extract them and use 
them yet. 
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6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Some experiments had to be made to prove validity of the algorithms and to test quality of the 
proposed features. The experiments were made on a voice database created at the university in 
cooperation with the students of the 1st term. In the following chapters, there are described results 
of the experiments. 

6.1 Setup of the Experiments 
Before we continue, it is necessary to make clear the conditions and the environment, under which 
were the experiments made. Hardware and software setup play a significant role as well as quality 
and size of the voice database. 

6.1.1  Hardware and Software 

To compare the results of the experiments objectively, it was necessary to perform all tests on one 
computer with a changeless environment. The computer used for testing was a notebook based on 
the Intel Centrino mobile technology. The Intel CPU of the notebook was running at 1.3 GHz 
and was based on the Intel 855PM chipset. The notebook contained 512 MB DDR RAM, 40 GB 
Ultra ATA/100 hard disk, ATI Mobility Radeon 9000 with 64 MB VRAM, Intel 
PRO/Wireless 2100 wireless network card, 15” SXGA+ TFT liquid crystal display and a 
DVD/CD-RW Combo drive. 

Operating system running on the test machine was Microsoft Windows XP Professional, 
service pack 1. The settings of the system were not changed and all values were set to their initial 
values. There was not installed any other application reducing performance of the computer. 

All algorithms were created and tested in Matlab, version 6.5, release 13. This was chosen 
because of its completeness and simplicity of programming. It is a high-performance language for 
technical computing. There were no special code-libraries needed, since all necessary toolboxes 
(Neural Network Toolbox, Statistics Toolbox, and Signal Processing Toolbox) were included in 
the Matlab except for the Hidden Markov Models toolbox. The toolbox for the HMM-GM was 
created by Dr. Paul M. Baggenstoss and was downloaded from the internet [42]. 

6.1.2  Voice Database 

A voice database is necessary in order to test all suggested features and algorithms. The voice 
database used for all the performed experiments was built in the cooperation with a group of the 
first term students of the Faculty of Information Technology. Finally, there were 125 students 
willing to cooperate. Two of them were females and the rest of them were males. All students were 
in the age from 19 to 21 years. This gives us a set of voices that are very similar one to another. 
Such testing set is deadly for the speaker recognition algorithms. 

The voice database consists of 125 speaker samples. Each speaker was asked to say a Czech 
word ‘Emanuel’, which is a name phonetically good for recognition purposes, eleven times. Six of 
the utterances were signed as training samples and the remaining five utterances became testing 
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samples. These samples were used to test quality of the speaker recognition process. As all 
speakers said the same word, in case of the speech recognition it is wanted to recognise the word, 
but in case of the speaker recognition, we want to distinguish one speaker from another. Hence, we 
have 1 word and 125 various speakers. Good algorithm with a proper set of features must be able 
to recognise the speakers well. Given these conditions, this task is not easy. 

The database consists of some other utterances, besides. The speakers were asked to say their 
name or an imaginary name eleven times, so that a set of samples unique for each speaker is 
available. However, this set was finally not used for testing. The same is valid for the last set of 
utterances. The last set consists of the vowels only. Students were asked to say each vowel six 
times. This set of utterances was originally meant to be used for unique vector generating. 

The utterances were recorded using a common microphone with a low signal-to-noise ratio, 
which should test the quality of the algorithms and the chosen features. The sampling frequency of 
the recordings was 22050 Hz and the precision 16 bits per sample. The sampling frequency was 
higher than usually. However, you can downsample it easily, but you cannot resample when a 
better sampling frequency is needed.  

Table 6.1 List of shortcuts – references to the feature sets used for experiments. 

Shortcut Description 

LPC12 12 LPC coefficients 

LPC24 24 LPC coefficients 

MFCC 13 MFCC 

MFCC+D 13 MFCC with 13 first order delta coefficients 

MFCC+DD 13 MFCC with 13 first order and 13 second order delta coefficients 

CEP12 12 cepstral coefficients 

CEP24 24 cepstral coefficients 

SDCC-I-Gauss 16 SDCC – filter bank type I, Gaussian filter 

SDCC-I-Triang 16 SDCC – filter bank type I, triangular filter 

SDCC-I-Tukey 16 SDCC – filter bank type I, Tukey filter 

SDCC-II-Gauss 16 SDCC – filter bank type II, Gaussian filter 

SDCC-II-Triang 16 SDCC – filter bank type II, triangular filter 

SDCC-II-Tukey 16 SDCC – filter bank type II, Tukey filter 

6.1.3  Feature Sets 

For the tests, some typical feature sets were provided. These sets included LPC coefficients, the 
MFCC with the delta coefficients, cepstral coefficients and the new speaker dependent coefficients 
proposed in this work (see Chapter 2.3). The first feature sets consisted of the first 12 and 24 LPC 
coefficients (Chapter 2.2.4). The next sets consisted of the Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients 
(Chapter 2.2.7), which are very widely used in the speech recognition. These sets were 13 MFCC, 
13 MFCC with 13 first order delta coefficients (∆MFCC), and 13 MFCC with 13 ∆MFCC and 13 
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second order delta coefficients (∆∆MFCC). Last common coefficients were the cepstral 
coefficients – 12 and 24 coefficients of the cepstrum. Next, there was a group of six Speaker 
Dependent Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (SDFCC) based sets (Chapter 3.3). All the SDFCC-
based sets consisted of 16 coefficients. The first group of sets was calculated using the filter bank 
type I (Chapter 3.2) and the triangular filter (Chapter 3.1.1), the Gaussian filter (Chapter 3.1.2) and 
the Tukey filter (Chapter 3.1.3). The second group of sets was calculated using the filter bank type 
II and the triangular filter, the Gaussian filter, and the Tukey filter. In the following chapters, the 
individual feature sets are referred to accordingly to the Table 6.1. 

However, there is an exception to this. The VAD tests were performed using more feature sets. 
These are in detail described in the Chapter 6.2 together with the VAD experiments. 

6.2 VAD Using Neural Network 
The Voice Activity Detection is the first step to the speaker recognition (see Chapter 2.3). The 
VAD using neural network was experimentally tested [7]. Performance of the VAD was related to 
the manually found beginnings and ends of a group of utterances chosen from the voice database 
(Chapter 6.1.2). 

To get the most objective results there were applied five various network topologies. In all 
variations, there was just one neuron in the output layer. The first tested network contained two 
hidden layers, both of them with ten neurons. The second one was same as the first one, but in the 
first hidden layer, there were only five neurons. Next three tested configurations consisted only of 
one hidden layer with 10, 5, and 2 neurons. 

The NN was trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation algorithm, which 
proved as the best one. Goal performance of the network was set to 10-10, which was very hard 
training limit, but the algorithm showed its strengths and the performance goal was reached many 
times. Sure, it was not possible to reach the performance goal every time. This is why the limit of 
maximum epochs was set to 500 and the minimum gradient was set to 10-12. The tangential 
sigmoid function was chosen as the transfer function of all the neurons. 

The neural networks were trained to detect the "non-speech" frames of the utterances. Then, 
error rates were determined upon unknown utterances. The speech signals were framed, each 
frame 1024 samples (which is in this case 46 ms) long, 512 samples (23 ms) long and 256 samples 
(11 ms) long. Usually the frame length of 10-20 ms is used in the speech processing, but for this 
task, a frame length of 46 ms was added as well. The frames overlap in their halves, which results 
in 5 ms step in case of the 11 ms frame length, 11 ms step in case of the 23 ms frame length, and 
23 ms step in case of the 46 ms frame length. 

There are a lot of possibilities and combinations of the features usable for this purpose. 
However, it holds usually true that less complicated is better. Various sets of features were used in 
the training and recognition processes. The simplest choice was the energy and zero-crossing rate 
as given by the Eq. (2.10) and the Eq. (2.11). Second set contained the zero crossing-rate as well, 
but instead of the simple energy, a Sum of the Magnitudes of the Fourier Spectrum (SMFS) given 
by the Eq. (2.59) was used. The next four sets contained the LPC coefficients given by the 
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Eq. (2.18).The last sets were composed of the Mel Frequency Spectrum Coefficients (MFSC) 
given by the Eq. (2.48) and Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) given by the 
Eq. (2.49). 

Table 6.2 Percentage error rate of the endpoint detection using a forward feed neural network. 
Three different frame lengths were used for the training of the neural network (1024, 512, and 256 
samples), 5 various network topologies to determine the influence of the topology(10x10x1, 5x10x1, 
10x1, 5x1 and 2x1) and 8 sets of features to find the best solution. 

LPCC  Energy 

ZCR 

SMFS 

ZCR 4 8 16 24 

MFSC 

12 

MFCC 

12 

N = 1024 (i.e. 46 ms), O = 512 
10x10x1 6,7 1,1 1,7 4,2 7,6 11,2 3,4 16,0 
5x10x1 4,2 0,6 4,2 8,4 10,1 2,5 0,8 10,1 
10x1 1,7 0,8 2,5 3,4 9,2 9,2 1,7 33,6 
5x1 2,5 0,3 3,4 7,6 4,2 5,4 2,5 37,0 
2x1 7,6 0,3 8,4 7,6 9,2 3,3 2,9 3,4 
N = 512 (i.e. 23 ms), O = 256 
10x10x1 17,6 56,3 2,5 7,9 3,8 4,2 11,0 10,8 
5x10x1 5,8 1,3 2,1 8,3 6,3 3,4 2,5 7,1 
10x1 5,9 1,7 2,5 4,6 6,7 4,2 2,1 8,8 
5x1 6,7 0,8 4,6 6,3 5,8 2,5 3,5 12,5 
2x1 4,6 0,8 2,5 5,6 5,0 7,1 1,7 2,1 
N = 256 (i.e. 11 ms), O = 128 
10x10x1 2,0 1,7 2,3 4,2 8,9 6,0 2,3 11,2 
5x10x1 1,9 0,8 3,1 4,8 5,2 3,1 2,1 7,7 
10x1 1,5 1,6 4,6 7,3 6,4 9,1 3,1 15,8 
5x1 3,5 0,8 1,7 11,0 4,6 8,5 1,0 4,4 
2x1 1,2 0,6 2,9 9,2 4,0 5,4 2,1 10,8 

Results of all tests are summarised in Table 6.2 and they show that it is not useful to enlarge 
the neural network, because, in many cases, performance of the smaller network was better than 
performance of the larger one. The smaller the network is the better is the possibility of its usage in 
the real time applications because of its speed. In addition, the features that are usually used in the 
speech processing (LPCC, MFCC) proved to be improper for the task of the voice activity 
detection using neural network. As the best choice showed combination of the ZCR with the 
SMFS, and the MFSC. Each network was able to find the beginning and the end of the word when 
using the ZCR and the SMFS, or the MFSC, even though there were the “problematic” phonemes 
at the beginning or at the end of the word. Both these feature sets are based on the FFT, so that 
their usage in the real time applications is limited by the speed of the FFT algorithm. 

The results of tests proved a simple solution to be better than a complex one. The task of the 
voice activity detection is not easy at all for a machine. Nevertheless, a forward feed neural 
network with a good back-propagation training algorithm proved useful for the VAD. Inaccurate 
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voice activity detection could cause misclassification [14] rather then other possible mistakes. The 
results proved possibility of detection of the beginning and the end of a word in an utterance quite 
accurately, which gives us a very good base for the further processing of the found word, i.e. for 
the recognition of this word, for the speaker recognition based upon this word etc. 

6.3 Speaker Recognition Experiments 
To prove quality of the newly proposed features, it was necessary to test them properly and to 
compare their accuracy to the accuracy of the commonly used features. The speaker recognition 
experiments consisted of two main groups – the speaker verification approach and the speaker 
identification approach to the speaker recognition. The experiments were done upon a HMM-GM 
with 3, 5, and 7 states. These numbers of states were chosen because of the given voice password, 
which was a word ‘Emanuel’. It consists of seven phones, so that seven should be enough for the 
recognition. Often a HMM-GM with a lower number of states performs better than another one 
with a higher number of states, so that it was decided to test the HMM-GM even with 3 and 5 
states. 

Three groups of samples were tested. The first one was a combination of six training samples 
and five unknown samples. This group should show average accuracy of the recognition. The 
second group contained six training samples. Thus, this group should be the best performer, but 
was not valid for the comparison and is here for illustration only. The third group contained five 
unknown samples, which should result with the worst performance, but is nearest the reality, since 
in the real world application there are only unknown samples. Together there were 125 different 
speakers (see Chapter 6.1.2). 

6.3.1  Speaker Verification Approach 

The speaker verification approach to the speaker recognition is based on the Algorithm 4.3 
described in Chapter 4.3. In the following tables, there are summarised experimental results of the 
speaker verification. In the tables, there are the False Rejection Rate, the False Acceptance Rate, 
and the Equal Error Rate (as described in Chapter 4.2.1) in percents, and a decision threshold T . 
The threshold T  is a threshold value given by the Algorithm 4.1. The FAR and the FRR are nearly 
equal when the threshold is T . Hence, it represents minimal verification error rate and lies in the 
interval of 1,0 , since the answer of the recogniser lies in the same interval. The Equal Error Rate 
is not possible to reach exactly, since the curves are acquired using sampled (discrete) thresholds. 
There were 101 samples from the interval of 1,0 . Thus, it was not possible to find such threshold 
point, at which the EER would be reached. The plots are interpolated, so that there is en EER in 
the crossing, which occurs between two samples threshold samples. In spite of this, you can see 
that the FAR and the FRR are rather close one to another. 

In the Table 6.3, there are the experimental results of the HMM-GM with three states. 
Optimal values of the threshold differ rather distinctly and vary in the whole interval of 1,0 . 
When testing the combination of the samples, the overall best solution was SDFCC-I-Gauss. In 
case of the training samples, the best result was given by all the SDFCC based filters. When 
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testing the unknown samples, the best overall results were given by the SDFCC-II-Gauss. 
However, the results of the SDFCC based features were so close one to another that it was not 
easy to draw a conclusion. The commonly used features were successful as well, but they did not 
reach the results of the SDFCC, because they were originally not designed for speaker recognition. 
The best of them was a set of the first 12 LPC coefficients, which won all the tests. In the table, 
there are the best values in bold and the appropriate cells are filled. 

Table 6.3 Experimental results of the speaker verification using the HMM-GM with 3 states, 125 
different speakers. There were tested a set of combination of 6 training samples and 5 unknown 
samples, a set of 6 training samples, and a set of 5 unknown samples. 

Speaker Verification, HMM-GM with 3 states 
combined samples training samples unknown samples 

Features T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

LPC12   0.92   3.07   2.69   2.88   0.93   0.66   0.40   0.53   0.92   3.69   5.92   4.80
LPC24   0.95   5.52   4.58   5.05   0.97   1.25   1.33   1.29   0.95   6.19   9.76   7.98
MFCC   0.48   6.50   6.91   6.70   0.53   1.35   1.33   1.34   0.47  10.90  12.16  11.53
MFCC+D   0.21  16.99  16.44  16.71   0.21  11.27   9.73  10.50   0.21  23.85  24.48  24.17
MFCC+DD   0.01   5.95  54.40  30.17   0.01   3.03  42.80  22.92   0.00 99.99  67.84  83.92
CEPS12   0.95  14.86   6.76  10.81   0.96   3.34  15.87   9.60   0.95  13.23  11.68  12.46
CEPS24   0.99  59.19   2.25  30.72   1.00  44.61 99.99  72.31   0.99  55.29   4.48  29.89
SDFCC-I-Gauss   0.60   1.92   2.04   1.98   0.78   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.58   4.25   3.84   4.05
SDFCC-I-Triang   0.60   2.15   1.96   2.06   0.77   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.59   4.04   4.16   4.10
SDFCC-I-Tukey   0.61   2.07   2.04   2.05   0.74   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.60   3.93   4.32   4.13
SDFCC-II-Gauss   0.60   2.06   1.89   1.98   0.75   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.59   3.80   4.00   3.90
SDFCC-II-Triang   0.60   2.20   2.04   2.12   0.75   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.59   4.09   4.16   4.13
SDFCC-II-Tukey   0.62   1.91   2.11   2.01   0.77   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.60   4.29   4.48   4.38

In the Figure 6.1, you can compare a relationship of the FAR and the FRR with the threshold 
when using the common features and the combined testing samples. You can see that the curves 
differ for each of the feature sets. Almost ideal seems to be the curves given when using the 
MFCC feature set, however the EER is rather high in comparison to the LPC12. The same can you 
see in the Figure 6.2, but here for the SDFCC based feature sets. In all cases, the curves are mostly 
ideal. The curves of the FAR and the FRR for the other numbers of HMM-GM states and other 
testing samples are not presented, because they are much too similar to the presented ones to show 
any significant differences. 
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Figure 6.1 FRR (solid line) and the FAR (dotted line) as the functions of the threshold T, when using 
the HMM-GM with 3 states and combined set of samples (6 training samples + 5 unknown samples 
for every speaker). Here, the commonly used feature sets are compared – LPCC, MFCC and 
cepstrum coefficients. In case of the MFCC can you see a marking of the EER and corresponding 
threshold T as given by the Algorithm 4.3. The values of the FAR and of the FRR are normalised. 
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Figure 6.2 Relationship of the FRR (solid line) and the FAR (dotted line) with the threshold T for the 
HMM-GM with 3 states and combined set of samples (6 training samples + 5 unknown samples for 
every speaker) as they were obtained by the speaker verification process. Here, the SDFCC based 
feature sets are compared. In the lower left graph can you see a marking of the optimal threshold T 
as calculated by the Algorithm 4.3.The values of the FAR and of the FRR are normalised. 
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Table 6.4 Experimental results of the speaker verification using the HMM-GM with 5 states, 125 
different speakers. There were tested a set of combination of 6 training samples and 5 unknown 
samples, a set of 6 training samples, and a set of 5 unknown samples. 

Speaker Verification, HMM-GM with 5 states 
combined samples training samples unknown samples 

Features T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

LPC12   0.92   3.18   2.76   2.97   0.93   0.70   0.40   0.55   0.92   3.81   6.08   4.95
LPC24   0.95   5.63   3.85   4.74   0.97   1.29   1.07   1.18   0.95   6.31   8.16   7.24
MFCC   0.53  12.40  11.20  11.80   0.56   4.23   5.20   4.71   0.52  19.35  18.24  18.80
MFCC+D   0.21  18.20  18.62  18.41   0.23  10.16  10.53  10.35   0.18  32.18  30.88  31.53
MFCC+DD   0.01   4.96  47.49  26.22   0.01   2.47  28.13  15.30   0.00 100.00  70.24  85.12
CEPS12   0.95  15.35   6.40  10.88   0.96   3.70  12.80   8.25   0.95  13.79  11.84  12.81
CEPS24   0.99  59.62   2.25  30.94   1.00  45.08 100.00  72.54   0.99  55.86   4.48  30.17
SDFCC-I-Gauss   0.60   2.32   2.18   2.25   0.76   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.59   4.23   3.84   4.03
SDFCC-I-Triang   0.60   2.01   2.04   2.02   0.77   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.59   3.82   4.00   3.91
SDFCC-I-Tukey   0.62   2.26   2.55   2.40   0.77   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.60   4.72   4.96   4.84
SDFCC-II-Gauss   0.61   2.35   2.18   2.27   0.79   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.60   4.27   4.64   4.46
SDFCC-II-Triang   0.63   2.33   2.69   2.51   0.79   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.61   4.66   4.48   4.57
SDFCC-II-Tukey   0.62   2.60   2.76   2.68   0.83   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.60   4.90   4.64   4.77

Table 6.5 Experimental results of the speaker verification using the HMM-GM with 7 states, 125 
different speakers, used a set of combination of 6 training samples and 5 unknown samples, set of 6 
training samples, and a set of 5 unknown samples. 

Speaker Verification, HMM-GM with 7 states 
combined samples training samples unknown samples 

Features T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

LPC12   0.92   3.03   2.69   2.86   0.93   0.71   0.40   0.56   0.92   3.63   5.92   4.78
LPC24   0.95   5.16   4.80   4.98   0.97   1.17   0.53   0.85   0.95   5.83  10.24   8.04
MFCC   0.55  12.23  12.00  12.11   0.57   4.91   5.60   5.25   0.54  20.29  18.24  19.27
MFCC+D   0.20  17.48  18.04  17.76   0.25   6.95   7.73   7.34   0.17  30.74  31.52  31.13
MFCC+DD   0.01   4.14  41.16  22.65   0.01   2.00  13.33   7.66   0.00 100.00  74.08  87.04
CEPS12   0.95  15.71   5.96  10.84   0.96   3.85  10.00   6.92   0.95  14.14  11.20  12.67
CEPS24   0.99  58.87   1.96  30.42   1.00  44.35 100.00  72.18   0.99  55.23   3.84  29.54
SDFCC-I-Gauss   0.61   2.31   2.55   2.43   0.76   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.59   4.98   4.80   4.89
SDFCC-I-Triang   0.62   2.92   2.62   2.77   0.78   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.61   4.89   5.12   5.00
SDFCC-I-Tukey   0.64   2.54   2.69   2.61   0.81   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.62   5.13   5.12   5.12
SDFCC-II-Gauss   0.62   2.68   2.69   2.68   0.85   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.60   5.01   5.28   5.14
SDFCC-II-Triang   0.64   2.77   2.76   2.77   0.82   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.62   4.82   5.44   5.13
SDFCC-II-Tukey   0.63   2.81   2.55   2.68   0.83   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.62   4.63   4.96   4.80
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In the Table 6.4, there are the experimental results for the HMM-GM with five states. The 
threshold values differ and vary again like in the previous case, which happens in all the following 
cases as well. When testing the combination of the samples, the overall best solution was SDFCC-
I-Triang with the EER = 2.02 %, which was very good result. In case of the training samples, the 
results were same as the ones in the previous case and changed not in the following experiments. 
This testified to the quality of the newly proposed features – the SDFCC. Moreover, in case of the 
unknown samples, the winner was again the SDFCC-I-Triang based recogniser. The commonly 
used feature sets performed well. Overall, the LPC12 was the winner. 

In the Table 6.5, there are the experimental results for the HMM-GM with seven states. The 
situation was similar to the previous cases. When testing a combination of samples, the winner 
was the SDFCC-I-Gauss based feature set. In case of the unknown samples, the best solution was 
SDFCC-II-Tukey. In case of the training samples changed nothing. 

In the Table 6.6, there are summarised all prior results. There are three column groups 
representing the HMM-GM with 3, 5, and 7 states. There are the Equal Error Rates of the 
verification in percents. Results of three types of samples are noted in the table, the first one 
containing combination of six training and five unknown samples, the second one containing six 
training samples, and the last one containing five unknown samples. The first group should be 
average performer, the second one should be the best performer, but is not valid as a performance 
comparison, and he results of the last group are the worst ones, but they are nearest the reality, 
since in the real world application there are only unknown samples. 

The overall best solution was the SDFCC-I-Gauss and SDFCC-II-Gauss based feature sets 
with the overall EER of 1.98 % in case of the HMM-GM with three states. These results were 
reached when testing combined samples. Better, the results of the unknown samples should be 
compared. Taking this in account, the winner was the HMM-GM with three states and SDFCC-II-
Gauss with the EER = 3.90 %. The number of states has some influence on the recognition error. 
In case of the commonly used features increases the EER sometimes and sometimes it decreases. 
There seems not to be any dependency. In case of the SDFCC based feature sets, the EER 
increases with the increasing number of states. The number of three states proves to be enough to 
verify a speaker accurately (at least when using the SDFCC based features). In the Figure 6.3, 
there is an illustration of this for the commonly used features and in the Figure 6.4 is the same for 
the SDFCC based feature sets. You can see that the LPC12 performs very well and, in case of the 
HMM-GM with 7 states, is even better than some of the SDFCC. 
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Table 6.6 Resume of the experimental results of the speaker verification for the HMM-GM with 3, 5, 
and 7 states when using the common feature sets and the SDFCC based feature sets. Testing was 
done using the unknown samples, which corresponds to the real world applications. 

Resume of the experimental results of the speaker verification 

HMM-GM states 3 5 7 3 5 7 3 5 7 

Testing samples combined samples unknown samples training samples 

Features 
EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

LPC12 2.88 2.97 2.86 4.80 4.95 4.78 0.53 0.55 0.56 
LPC24 5.05 4.74 4.98 7.98 7.24 8.04 1.29 1.18 0.85 
MFCC 6.70 11.80 12.11 11.53 18.80 19.27 1.34 4.71 5.25 
MFCC+D 16.71 18.41 17.76 24.17 31.53 31.13 10.50 10.35 7.34 
MFCC+DD 30.17 26.22 22.65 83.92 85.12 87.04 22.92 15.30 7.66 
CEPS12 10.81 10.88 10.84 12.46 12.81 12.67 9.60 8.25 6.92 
CEPS24 30.72 30.94 30.42 29.89 30.17 29.54 72.31 72.54 72.18 
SDFCC-I-Gauss 1.98 2.25 2.43 4.05 4.03 4.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SDFCC-I-Triang 2.06 2.02 2.77 4.10 3.91 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SDFCC-I-Tukey 2.05 2.40 2.61 4.13 4.84 5.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SDFCC-II-Gauss 1.98 2.27 2.68 3.90 4.46 5.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SDFCC-II-Triang 2.12 2.51 2.77 4.13 4.57 5.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SDFCC-II-Tukey 2.01 2.68 2.68 4.38 4.77 4.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 

Figure 6.3 Equal Error Rate (EER) of the speaker verification as function of the number of the 
HMM-GM states for the common features. Values of the EER are given by the Table 6.6.The overall 
best results are given by the LPC12 based feature set. 
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Figure 6.4 Equal Error Rate (EER) of the speaker verification as function of the number of the 
HMM-GM states for the SDFCC based features. There is not an evident winner. Nevertheless, the 
best result gives the SDFCC-II-Gauss when used in the HMM-GM with 3 states, and the SDFCC-I-
Triang when used in the HMM-GM with 5 states. The curves show that increasing number of states 
increases the EER. 

6.3.2  Speaker Identification Approach 

The experimental results of the speaker identification are organised like the experimental results of 
the speaker verification. The speaker identification approach to the speaker recognition is based on 
the Algorithm 4.4. In the tables, there are the False Rejection Rate, the False Acceptance Rate, and 
the Equal Error Rate in percents, and the decision threshold T . The threshold T  represents the 
point, in which the FAR is as close to the FRR as possible. 

In the Table 6.7, there are the experimental results of the HMM-GM with three states. The 
values the threshold varies in the interval of 1,0 , like in the speaker verification approach. When 
testing the combination of the samples, the overall best solution is SDFCC-I-Gauss in all cases 
with the EER = 2.29% and with the EER = 5.04% when testing the unknown samples. Again, the 
results of the SDFCC based features are so close one to another that it is not easy to draw a 
conclusion. The best of the commonly used features is a set of the first 12 LPC coefficients, which 
won all the experiments. However, the common features do not perform as well as the SDFCC 
based ones. This is mainly because the common features aim at the speech recognition. As the 
speakers were asked to say the same word, when recognising the speech, it is desirable to get same 
output for all speakers, which does not hold true in case of the speaker recognition. The conditions 
are set so hard to prove qualities of the speaker recognition. Usually, each speaker could have 
her/his own voice password, so that the results of the recognition could be even better. For the 
testing purposes, it was necessary to do this, because the voice password could be overheard by an 
impostor and could be misused. 
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Table 6.7 Experimental results of the speaker identification using the HMM-GM with 3 states, 125 
different speakers, used a set of combination of 6 training samples and 5 unknown samples, a set of 6 
training samples, and a set of 5 unknown samples. 

Speaker Identification, HMM-GM with 3 states 
combined samples training samples unknown samples 

Features T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

LPC12 0.93 8.36 7.05 7.71 0.93 0.80 0.40 0.60 0.93 17.44 15.04 16.24
LPC24 0.97 12.80 7.56 10.18 0.98 2.67 3.07 2.87 0.97 24.64 15.36 20.00
MFCC 0.59 23.64 28.22 25.93 0.59 10.00 14.00 12.00 0.59 40.00 45.28 42.64
MFCC+D 0.42 50.18 44.73 47.45 0.40 44.93 45.47 45.20 0.46 48.80 48.48 48.64
MFCC+DD 0.20 46.11 49.02 47.56 0.16 44.53 44.67 44.60 0.26 51.20 47.04 49.12
CEPS12 0.97 23.05 51.71 37.38 0.97 23.20 44.27 33.73 0.97 22.88 60.64 41.76
CEPS24 0.00 96.51 0.00 48.25 0.00 97.07 0.00 48.53 0.00 95.84 0.00 47.92
SDFCC-I-Gauss 0.65 2.40 2.18 2.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 5.28 4.80 5.04
SDFCC-I-Triang 0.67 2.62 3.20 2.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 5.76 7.04 6.40
SDFCC-I-Tukey 0.68 2.69 3.05 2.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 5.92 6.72 6.32
SDFCC-II-Gauss 0.66 2.62 2.62 2.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.66 5.76 5.76 5.76
SDFCC-II-Triang 0.66 2.62 2.18 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.66 5.76 4.80 5.28
SDFCC-II-Tukey 0.69 2.91 3.35 3.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.69 6.40 7.36 6.88

In the Figure 6.5, you can compare the FAR and the FRR drawn as the functions of the threshold 
when using the common features and the combined testing samples. You can see that the curves 
differ for each of the feature sets. Almost ideal seems to be the curves given by using the MFCC-D 
and the MFCC-DD feature sets, however the EER is very high in comparison with the values of 
the winning feature set – LPC12. Similarly, the same can you see in the Figure 6.6, but here for the 
SDFCC based feature sets. In all cases, the curves are nearly ideal. However, very important is the 
shape of the FAR curve. 

The FAR curve is nearly constant for the low values of the threshold. This is because of the 
properties of the identification process. When T = 0, all users should be accepted, i.e. the FAR 
should equals to 1. This is true in case of the verification process, but it is not true, when using the 
Algorithm 4.4. When recognised, the changes of the threshold cannot influence the acceptance 
rate, only the rejection rate changes. In other words, we check the unknown sample against all 
models stored in the database. Then, if the maximal likelihood exceeds the threshold, we declare 
the unknown sample belongs to the model with the maximal likelihood. When, in the event, the 
sample does not belong to the winning model, the FAR increases. It is clear, that when correctly 
found, the FAR cannot further increase, because the change of the threshold does not influence 
falseness of the recognition, since there is only one winner every time. That is, why the FAR for 
the low threshold is constant. 

The curves of the FAR and the FRR for the other numbers of HMM-GM states and other 
testing samples are not presented, because they are much too similar to the presented ones. 
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Figure 6.5 FRR (solid line) and the FAR (dotted line) as the functions of the threshold T for the 
HMM-GM with 3 states and combined set of samples (6 training samples + 5 unknown samples for 
every speaker). Here, the commonly used feature sets are compared. In case of the MFCC can you 
see a marking of the optimal threshold T = 0.59 and EER = 25.93% as calculated by the Algorithm 
4.1. The values of the FAR and the FRR are normalised. 
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Figure 6.6  FRR (solid line) and the FAR (dotted line) as the functions of the threshold T for the 
HMM-GM with 3 states and combined set of samples (6 training samples + 5 unknown samples for 
every speaker). Here, the SDFCC based feature sets are compared. In the middle left graph can you 
see a marking of the threshold T = 0.67 and the EER = 2.91% given by the Algorithm 4.1. The values 
of the FAR and of the FRR are normalised. 

In the Table 6.8, there are the experimental results of the speaker identification when using the 
HMM-GM with 5 states. The best feature sets were the SDFCC-II-Tukey when recognising the 
combined samples and the SDFCC-II-Gauss when recognising the unknown samples. The best 
common feature set was the LPC12 again. In the Table 6.9, there are the experimental results of 
the speaker identification, when using the HMM-GM with seven states. The overall winner is the 
SDFCC-I-Triang feature set and LPC12 feature set in case of the common features. 
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Table 6.8 Experimental results of the speaker identification using the HMM with 5 states, 125 
different speakers, used a set of combination of 6 training samples and 5 unknown samples, a set of 6 
training samples, and a set of 5 unknown samples. 

Speaker Identification, HMM-GM with 5 states 
combined samples training samples unknown samples 

Features T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

LPC12 0.93 8.07 6.47 7.27 0.93 0.53 0.40 0.47 0.93 17.12 13.76 15.44
LPC24 0.98 9.82 15.13 12.47 0.98 2.93 3.47 3.20 0.98 18.08 29.12 23.60
MFCC 0.63 41.02 34.40 37.71 0.63 30.13 31.73 30.93 0.64 49.76 44.48 47.12
MFCC+D 0.43 45.45 46.47 45.96 0.41 41.07 44.80 42.93 0.47 48.16 49.44 48.80
MFCC+DD 0.18 43.27 46.33 44.80 0.15 38.93 40.93 39.93 0.23 49.28 48.48 48.88
CEPS12 0.97 24.51 44.87 34.69 0.97 22.67 37.73 30.20 0.97 26.72 53.44 40.08
CEPS24 0.00 96.44 0.00 48.22 0.00 97.07 0.00 48.53 0.00 95.68 0.00 47.84
SDFCC-I-Gauss 0.68 3.13 3.05 3.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 6.88 6.72 6.80
SDFCC-I-Triang 0.68 2.98 2.84 2.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 6.56 6.24 6.40
SDFCC-I-Tukey 0.67 3.13 2.98 3.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 6.88 6.56 6.72
SDFCC-II-Gauss 0.66 2.84 2.55 2.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.66 6.24 5.60 5.92
SDFCC-II-Triang 0.69 3.35 3.56 3.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.69 7.36 7.84 7.60
SDFCC-II-Tukey 0.68 2.91 3.13 3.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 6.40 6.88 6.64

Table 6.9 Experimental results of the speaker identification using the HMM-GM with 7 states, 125 
different speakers, used a set of combination of 6 training samples and 5 unknown samples, a set of 6 
training samples, and a set of 5 unknown samples. 

Speaker Identification, HMM-GM with 7 states 
combined samples training samples unknown samples 

Features T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

T FAR 
[%] 

FRR 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

LPC12 0.93 7.93 6.55 7.24 0.93 0.40 0.27 0.33 0.93 16.96 14.08 15.52
LPC24 0.98 9.31 14.69 12.00 0.98 2.40 2.53 2.47 0.97 23.84 14.24 19.04
MFCC 0.65 45.02 43.78 44.40 0.64 38.93 39.33 39.13 0.67 45.92 49.76 47.84
MFCC+D 0.42 43.49 45.24 44.36 0.40 38.13 37.20 37.67 0.45 48.16 49.12 48.64
MFCC+DD 0.18 37.96 40.58 39.27 0.15 27.87 26.93 27.40 0.21 48.96 49.12 49.04
CEPS12 0.97 25.96 41.38 33.67 0.97 24.93 32.53 28.73 0.97 27.20 52.00 39.60
CEPS24 0.00 96.51 0.00 48.25 0.00 97.20 0.00 48.60 0.00 95.68 0.00 47.84
SDFCC-I-Gauss 0.67 2.91 3.05 2.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 6.40 6.72 6.56
SDFCC-I-Triang 0.67 2.62 2.91 2.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 5.76 6.40 6.08
SDFCC-I-Tukey 0.68 3.35 3.20 3.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 7.36 7.04 7.20
SDFCC-II-Gauss 0.66 2.98 2.62 2.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.66 6.56 5.76 6.16
SDFCC-II-Triang 0.68 2.84 3.05 2.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 6.24 6.72 6.48
SDFCC-II-Tukey 0.68 3.20 3.13 3.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 7.04 6.88 6.96
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Table 6.10 Resume of the experimental results of the speaker identification for the HMM-GM with 3, 
5, and 7 states when using the common feature sets and the SDFCC based feature sets. There are 
EER of the combined, training, and unknown testing samples. 

Resume of the experimental results of the speaker identification 

HMM-GM states 3 5 7 3 5 7 3 5 7 

Testing samples combined samples unknown samples training samples 

Features 
EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

EER 
[%] 

LPC12 7.71 7.27 7.24 16.24 15.44 15.52 0.60 0.47 0.33 
LPC24 10.18 12.47 12.00 20.00 23.60 19.04 2.87 3.20 2.47 
MFCC 25.93 37.71 44.40 42.64 47.12 47.84 12.00 30.93 39.13 
MFCC+D 47.45 45.96 44.36 48.64 48.80 48.64 45.20 42.93 37.67 
MFCC+DD 47.56 44.80 39.27 49.12 48.88 49.04 44.60 39.93 27.40 
CEPS12 37.38 34.69 33.67 41.76 40.08 39.60 33.73 30.20 28.73 
CEPS24 48.25 48.22 48.25 47.92 47.84 47.84 48.53 48.53 48.60 
SDFCC-I-Gauss 2.29 3.09 2.98 5.04 6.80 6.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SDFCC-I-Triang 2.91 2.91 2.76 6.40 6.40 6.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SDFCC-I-Tukey 2.87 3.05 3.27 6.32 6.72 7.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SDFCC-II-Gauss 2.62 2.69 2.80 5.76 5.92 6.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SDFCC-II-Triang 2.40 3.45 2.95 5.28 7.60 6.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SDFCC-II-Tukey 3.13 3.02 3.16 6.88 6.64 15.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 

In the Table 6.9, there is a resume of the experimental result. It is easier to compare the influence 
of the number of the HMM-GM states to the equal error rate and differences among the various 
testing samples. The experimental results of the testing samples were expected to have the lowest 
values of the EER and it was true except the CEPS24 features, these performed better in case of 
testing of the unknown samples than in case of testing of the training and combined samples 
testing. The unknown testing samples should have the worst results, which holds true (except for 
the CEPS24). The results of testing of the combination lie between the results of the other two 
groups (except for the CEPS24). Testing of the unknown samples is nearest the behaviour of the 
real world applications. This is why these results are taken as the quality measure. 

The EER depends on the number of the HMM-GM states. In the Figure 6.7 and the Figure 
6.8, there is this dependency illustrated. In the Figure 6.7, there are compared the EER of the 
commonly used features and, in the Figure 6.8, there are compared the EER of the SDFCC based 
features. The winner of the common feature sets is the LPC12 based set with no exception. The 
situation is not as clear when using the SDFCC based features. The number of the states influences 
the accuracy much (relatively to the results of the other SDFCC based features). When using the 
HMM-GM with 3 states, the best is the SDFCC-I-Gauss feature set, in case of the 5 states is the 
best one the SDFCC-II-Gauss and, in case of the 7 states, is the winner the SDFCC-I-Triang. 
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Figure 6.7 Equal Error Rate (EER) of the speaker identification as function of the number of the 
HMM-GM states for the common feature sets. Values of the EER are given by the Table 6.10.The 
overall best results are given by the LPC12 feature set. 

 
Figure 6.8 Equal Error Rate (EER) of the speaker identification as function of the number of the 
HMM-GM states for the SDFCC based feature sets. Values of the EER are given by the Table 
6.10.The most stable results are given by the SDFCC-II-Gauss. The best result gives the SDFCC-I-
Gauss when used with the HMM-GM with 3 states. The curves show that increasing number of states 
worsens the recognition rate. 
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In the Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10, there are comparisons of the cross-likelihood among a set of 
reference models and a set of stored models. There are 125 different speakers, thus, there are 125 
different models. Each model is compared to all the others and this is done with all stored models. 
The highest value should lie on the diagonal, since the reference model should be primarily similar 
to itself. There are compared two different samples – one of them (on the left) is an unknown 
sample and one of them (on the right) is a training sample. In the first row, you can see intensity 
images of the likelihood and, in the second row, there are corresponding 3D representations. 
Generally, a black diagonal line is wanted to be noticeable in the intensity image and very light 
grey pixels around the diagonal. The higher contrast in the image the higher the distance of the 
reference model from all other models. This is very important mainly in case of the speaker 
identification process. Likewise, the higher the diagonal peaks in the 3D graph the higher the 
distance of the reference model form the others. 

 

Figure 6.9 Comparison of the similarity among reference samples and other samples when using the 
SDFCC-I-Gauss based features. 125 test models and 125 reference models are compared using one 
sample from each model. The left part shows case of the tested model is an unknown sample and the 
right part represents case of the tested model equals a training sample. The first row shows intensity 
graphs, and the second row represents their 3D equivalents. 
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Figure 6.10 Comparison of the similarity among reference samples and other samples when using 
the LPC12 based features. 125 test models and 125 reference models are compared using one 
sample from each model. The left part shows case of the tested model is an unknown sample and the 
right part represents case of the tested model equals a training sample. The first row shows intensity 
graphs, and the second row represents their 3D equivalents. 

In the Figure 6.9, there are tested the samples using the SDFCC-I-Gauss. The diagonal in the 
intensity images is clearly noticeable and the intensities outside the diagonal are very light. The 
same is evident in the 3D equivalents. Even the unknown samples are rather distant from the 
reference models. In the Figure 6.10, there are used the feature sets based on the LPC12, which are 
the best common features from the experiments. The diagonals in the intensity images are not 
clearly visible and the peaks in the 3D equivalents are not as high as in the case of the SDFCC 
based features. This difference shows that the SDFCC based features are better in the task of the 
speaker recognition.  
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6.3.3  Summary 

From the experimental results of the speaker recognition using the verification and the 
identification approaches can be drawn conclusions. The Figure 6.11 and the Figure 6.12 illustrate 
influence of the number of the HMM-GM states on the EER. There are both, the speaker 
verification approach (dotted line) and the speaker identification approach (solid line), put in one 
graph to compare their EER. Generally, the speaker verification approach is better than the 
identification approach. 

Reason for this is given by the algorithm. Assume N models stored in a security system. 
When verifying, only one-to-one comparison is being done and chance of making a mistake is 1:1. 
When identifying, a comparison one-to-many is being done, chance of making a mistake is (N-1):1 
in case the user being identified is an authorised user and N:1 otherwise, i.e. you can make a 
mistake (N-1)-times instead of one possible mistake when verifying. The identification process is 
also heavy on time consumption and on the computer resources, because there are N comparisons 
needed. 

 

Figure 6.11 Comparison of the EER when using the speaker verification approach (dotted line) and 
the speaker identification approach (solid line) with the common features. 

The features suitable for both, the identification and the verification, are the SDFCC based one. 
The overall EER of the identification and the verification lies in between 3.5 % and 8 %, which is, 
in comparison to the common features, very good result. As the common features are not primarily 
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designed for such task, their results are not so impressive. Some of them proved not to be 
applicable at all (CEPS24, or surprisingly the MFCC-DD). The best choice for the speaker 
recognition purposes proved the LPC coefficients. Generally, the HMM-GM recognisers with 
lower number of features and lower number of states perform better than others do. 

The task itself was made difficult using the same voice password for all the speakers (see the 
Chapter 6.1.2). The speakers were all in the approximately same age, which made the task even 
more difficult. The quality of the SDFCC based features must be further proved on a larger 
database, since 125 samples is not enough to draw statistically correct conclusions. However, even 
a database like this one can show some essential qualities, which can be further proved or 
disproved. 

 

Figure 6.12 Comparison of the EER when using the speaker verification approach (dotted line) and 
the speaker identification approach (solid line) with the SDFCC based features. 

6.4 Unique Vector Generating 
In Chapter 5.5, there is an algorithm proposed that creates a unique vector from the speech signal 
using the long-term LPC spectrum. To test the quality of the generated vector, some experiments 
were made. The quantisation performed on the groups of frequencies influences the final unique 
vector. The higher is the value of the tolerance as used in the Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13), the worse is 
the quality of the vector. 
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Figure 6.13 Comparison of the FAR and the FRR as functions of the tolerance, (a) illustrates them 
when testing the training samples, and (b) illustrates them when testing unknown samples. 

For all tests were chosen the first eight maxima to generate a unique vector. In the Figure 6.13, you can see 
influence of the size of the tolerance to the FAR and the FRR when testing using (a) the training samples, 
and (b) the unknown samples. This test is based on the verification algorithm (Algorithm 4.3). As expected, 
the FRR when using the training samples equals zero, since the vector is constructed so that it is not 
possible to reject a training vector. Of course, the increasing tolerance increases the FAR, which is not 
desired. However, even when the tolerance equals 1, the FAR does not exceed 4%, which is very good 
result. In comparison with the testing of the training samples stand the results of the unknown samples 
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testing. When testing the unknown samples, the FRR ranges from 35% to 85%, which is bad result. 
Nevertheless, the FAR values lie below 4%, which is again very good result, since it proves the vectors are 
far one from another in terms of the distance defined by the Eq. (5.19). 

Table 6.11 Comparison of the unique vectors of the training sample of a user, the unknown sample 
of the same user, and the unknown sample of another user together with the distance given by 
Eq. (5.20). 

to
le

ra
nc

e 

unique vector of the 
training sample of a user

unique vector of the 
unknown sample of the 

authorised user di
st

an
ce

 

unique vector of the 
unknown sample  of an 

unauthorised user di
st

an
ce

 

0.00 0F0D07160E2C1E68 0F0D07160E2B1D68 2 0E0D07150D2D1E68 4 
0.05 0E0C06150D2A1C63 0E0C06150D291B63 2 0D0C06140C2B1C63 4 
0.10 0D0B06140D281B5E 0D0B06140D271B5E 1 0C0B06130C291B5E 4 
0.15 0D0B06140C261A5A 0D0B06140C251A5A 1 0C0B06130B271A5A 4 
0.20 0C0A06130C251957 0C0A06130C241957 1 0B0A06120B261957 4 
0.25 0C0A05120B231853 0C0A05120B221853 1 0B0A05110A241853 4 
0.30 0B0A05110B221750 0B0A05110B211750 1 0A0A05110A231750 3 
0.35 0B0905110A21164D 0B0905110A20164D 1 0A0905110922164D 3 
0.40 0A0905100A20154A 0A0905100A1F154A 1 090905100921154A 3 
0.45 0A0905100A1E1448 0A0905100A1E1448 0 09090510091F1448 3 
0.50 0A08040F091D1445 0A08040F091D1445 0 0908040F081E1445 3 
0.55 0908040F091C1343 0908040F091C1343 0 0808040F081D1343 3 
0.60 0908040E091C1241 0908040E091C1241 0 0808040E081D1241 3 
0.65 0908040E081B123F 0908040E081B123F 0 0808040E071C123F 3 
0.70 0907040D081A113D 0907040D081A113D 0 0807040D071B113D 3 
0.75 0807040D0819113B 0807040D0819113B 0 0707040D071A113B 3 
0.80 0807040C0819103A 0807040C0819103A 0 0707040C0719103A 2 
0.85 0807040C07181038 0807040C07181038 0 0707040C06181038 2 
0.90 0807030C07171037 0807030C07171037 0 0707030C06171037 2 
0.95 0706030C07170F35 0706030C07170F35 0 0606030C06170F35 2 
1.00 0706030B07160F34 0706030B07160F34 0 0606030B06160F34 2 

In Table 6.11, you can compare unique vectors of the training sample of a valid user to the 
corresponding unique vectors of another sample of the same user and of a sample of an 
unauthorised user. There are noted according values of the distances between the individual 
vectors given by Eq. (5.20). It is clear that some tolerance is necessary, since even the sample of 
the same user do not generate the same unique vector when the tolerance is low. Positive is the fact 
that even when the tolerance is high, no one of the vectors of the sample of the unauthorised user 
is. To compare the distances given by the Eq. (5.19) and (5.20) see Figure 6.14. In the tests when 
using Eq. (5.19), the minimal distance of all the unique vectors generated for each valid user was 
23 and, when using Eq. (5.20), the minimal distance was 74, which is rather good result. 
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Figure 6.14 Comparison of the distance measures. As the reference model was chosen the first one. 
On the left there is the distance given by Eq. (5.19), and on the right there is the distance given by 
Eq.  (5.20). 

 

Figure 6.15 Distance given by the Eq. (5.19) as function of a model and a reference model, Z-axis 
reversed. You can clearly see the diagonal. Low (in this case high due to the reversed Z-axis) 
diagonal values express high distance of the reference model from the other models. In this case, a 
set of five unknown samples from each of 125 models (speakers) was tested. 

In the Figure 6.15, you can see the distance given by the Eq. (5.19) as a function of a sample of the 
model and a sample of the reference model. Samples used for this test were the unknown ones. 
The distinguishable diagonal is desired, since it represents distance of the reference models, which 
should equal zero, or in this case, it should be represented by the highest values (the Z-axis is 
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reversed to show the diagonal). You can also see that sometimes the distance of the reference 
model and corresponding model is not the lowest (respectively the highest) one. This is because 
the unknown samples were used to testing and this behaviour illustrates the difficulty of re-
estimableness of the unique vector as discussed in Chapter 5.4. 

In any case, the experimental results prove this way as a possible one. The results are not as 
good as necessary for a real application. However, some principles proposed here can be improved 
so that our voice could be used as a biometric key. When using the features as proposed, there are 
e.g. some possibilities of improving the quantisation step estimation – instead of the linear scale a 
non-linear one could be used or another mechanism of the estimation of the quantisation step. It is 
even not necessary to quantise the frequencies, because there are surely other possibilities. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
This work describes biometric security systems and speech technology as a part of the BSS. 
Mainly, this work aims at the speaker recognition and at the research in this field. In the first 
chapter, there is a brief introduction to the BSS, their advantages and disadvantages are discussed 
there as well as the state of art in this field and the goals of this work. The second chapter deals 
with the speech signal processing, the common features, their extraction, and the topic of the voice 
activity detection. The third chapter offers a proposal of a new speaker dependent feature set – the 
Speaker Dependent Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients. In the fourth chapter, there is described 
basic technique of the speaker recognition based on the Hidden Markov Models with Gaussian 
Mixtures. The fifth chapter aims at the BSS. The BSS were divided into the Single BSS and the 
Multi BSS. Possibility of use of the biometric features in cryptography was described and an 
algorithm of the unique vector generating introduced. The sixth chapter includes many 
experimental results obtained when testing the VAD using neural network, the SDFFC and their 
qualities, and the unique vector. 

7.1 Summary 
The three goals of the dissertation were accomplished. The first goal aimed at the speech signal 
processing focused on the speaker recognition was accomplished by the proposal of the voice 
activity detection using a neural network. Experimental results noted in Chapter 6.2 show that the 
NN is very usable for this purpose. The VAD with an error lower than 1% is good result. 

The second goal – definition of speaker dependent features suitable for the speaker 
recognition – was accomplished by defining a new set of speaker dependent features – the Speaker 
Dependent Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (SDFCC). These coefficients aim at the speaker 
recognition and, in some special cases, are also usable for the speech recognition. The 
experimental results noted in Chapter 6.3 show their qualities. Test of the speaker verification 
proved capability of the SDFCC for this task. The Equal Error Rate (EER), which was lower than 
5% in nearly all cases with the minimum at 3.9%, is excellent taking the conditions given by voice 
database into account. Results of the speaker identification are not shameful too. The EER that is 
overall lower than 8% with the best EER of 5.04% is good as well. Before all, the SDFCC 
outperformed the common features, which aim mainly at the speech recognition. The good 
performance of the speaker recognition is result of the dependence of the new features on the 
speaker, because it strengthens speaker’s individual voice characteristics. Generally, the 
verification approach transpired to perform better than the identification approach, which was 
expected and proved many times before. 

The third goal of design of BSS including speaker recognition technology was accomplished 
by proposing a design of a multi-biometric security system based on the speech and the fingerprint 
technologies and proposing an algorithm of unique vector generating. The designed MBSS was 
presented in conferences and was accepted by many experts. However, the final realisation of this 
MBSS is a future work. The vectors that are generated using the introduced algorithm are unique 
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in the given set of voice samples. The distance of the nearest pair of the unique vectors was 23 
(respectively 74 using another distance measure). There are some problems when generating the 
unique vectors. Though they are unique, they are not easily re-estimable. This is very limiting 
factor, since the False Acceptance Rate was very low, which is desired, but the False Rejection 
Rate was too high. In many cases is this not a problem, but in the real application is it a big trouble 
for the user leading to uninstalling of such security system. As the users are indolent, they do not 
like to repeat the voice password many times before it is accepted, at last. Yet this topic showed 
there is a way of solution of this problem. 

7.2 Future Work 
This work offers many suggestions for the further research. The SDFC coefficients are not the 
only solution to the speaker dependent features. In this field, it would be possible to find more 
functional solutions aimed at the speaker recognition. The SDFCC can be created in many ways 
(think of all variables – the order of the LPC coefficients used to the long-term LPC spectrum 
creation, total number of maxima and minima, type of the filter used for this purpose, and even the 
classifier itself), which gives many possible solutions – they only have to be experimentally 
verified. When talking of the new speaker dependent features we cannot forget shape of the 
human’s vocal tract, which is supposed to be unique, as the base for the further investigation. 
Alternatively, the shape of the excitation signal could be very useful in this field.  

In the field of the BSS, there are many ways of possible research topics too. Remember we 
used only two biometric technologies to design a MBSS. This can be improved and some methods 
of the decision fusion must be designed, though there are many existing solutions, some new ones 
could be developed especially for this task. A more complex way of the unique vector generating 
would be welcomed. When talking of the unique vector, you can name more topics of further 
investigation. These can be namely the base for the unique vector specification, the quantisation 
step estimation, the overall algorithm specification, and many others. 

The Biometric Security Systems can offer much space for further work. Reward for the 
development of the first-quality BSS is a higher reliability and users’ satisfaction with the 
functionality and absence of all the passwords, keys, and other tools using nowadays. 
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